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“

IT´S PURE MAGIC WHAT PEOPLE
CAN DO TO A PLACE WITHOUT
A PLANNED DIRECTION
OR OUTCOME.
Håkon Iversen
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ferences, seminars, workshops, research and other events initiated
created strong international networks for Nordic urban designers,
architects, planners, landscape designers and students within these
fields of professions to interact within.

NORDIC URBAN
DESIGN ASSOCIATION

1.0

In 2005 Nordic Urban Design Association was founded by Håkon Iversen, as
an NGO (Non Governmental Organization) with the purpose of developing a
membership organization for Urban Designers in the Nordic region. The idea
was to create an organization similar to Urban Design Group (UDG) in the UK
and Urban Design Forum (UDF) in Australia.

In the early stage, one of the big challenges encountered was Urban Design not being an acknowledged
profession in the Nordics. The idea was good, however ten years to early. The strategy was to establish
an annual international Urban Design conference to ease the marketing process, however, it became
very clear after four years that a traditional membership organization for Urban Designers in the Nordic
Region would seem to be impossible to establish, no less sustain. There is a professional gap in the
market where city planning meets politics; the built environment; economics and property developers.
A gap which currently is operated by architects, and not facilitated to its potentials. The lack of skills to
understand the totality of city development is revealed periodically. Obviously when thinking about city
planning as a whole becomes visible. Urban Design competence and skills are needed as it takes a more
holistic approach to cities, embracing widely new ideas more swiftly.
5

The 2009 NUDA Conference: New Directions in Sustainable Design & Global Perspectives was the
game changer for NUDA. Being the fourth annual conference in Bergen, NUDA had not managed to
establish the membership organization as intended. It was to late to turn back hence to the investments
already done.
A New Direction had to be created. Based on the international network created since 2005 through activities such as conferences, summer schools, seminars, workshops, keynotes and partnerships in EU
projects, it became very clear that NUDA had to turn the organization into a Network of Knowledge.
The purpose would be to grow international networks, connect people and organizations together, and
strategically initiate and partner up in projects that could build strong skills and networks for the planned
transformation from association to foundation in 2017. Being a nordic think-tank of Network of Knowledge, NUDA created opportunities for networking and for exploring opportunities for collaboration with
a wide range of professionals, international organizations and companies. International high profile con-

“

Sponsorship
NUDA AND PHILIPS
In 2011 Philips Nordic and NUDA established a joint venture, financially sponsored by
Philips Nordic, to bring light technology into the urban design equation.
The period 2010 and 2011 was the most active period in NUDA, engaging more than
40 people in various events, projects, seminars, workshops and conferences. During
the ten years of NUDA operations, this was the first real sponsorship provided NUDA
as organization. It directly resulted in an increased uplift of activities and results. The
partnership added new dimensions to Urban Design which was comprehensively defined in the Nordic Urban Light Design Competition (NULDC) brief of 2011.

Liveable City Tour, Stavanger 2010
picture above
Nordic Urban Light Design
Competition Brief, Stavanger 2011
image on the left
DOCUMENT 01

BRIEF

Urban Architectural Light Academy,
Bergen 2011
picture below

Urban Design was, and still is, generally unrecognized, as a profession, within the Nordic Countries.
Though urban design work is undertaken in several
projects in Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Finland and
Iceland, limited knowledge about urban design, especially in Norway, and what the profession holds
as competence makes it difficult for those educated within the field to contribute with their specific
knowledge.

The lack of a defined professional role within Norwegian city planning, for example, has been a critical factor for those educated in
Urban Design. NUDA promoted through all activities how urban design methods can generate sustainable city planning, create great
places and with foresight manage and discuss important contemporary and future issues related to the public domain.
Being a project based think-tank, It was important for NUDA to
manage complex urban and social issues giving urban design the
necessary acknowledgement within the Nordic countries.
New partnerships was high priority, and the Philips sponsorship (see
left infotext) was a direct follow up on the 2008 NUDA conference:
City Lighting and New Urban Spaces. The sponsorship showed
that the unique potentials in NUDA can be uplifted with an economical basis, and generated the ideas for what business NUDA could
enter into in 2016.
Ten years of operations have provided a unique research base, wide
knowledge and competence through all the projects done.
After acknowledging the fact that NUDA would never become the
intended membership organization, because there was not enough
urban designers to build such an organization around, the decision
to create a Network of Knowledge organization with a ten years
perspective paid off.
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1.1

PROFILE

private and public sector and property development, he brings value
to all projects where accelerating value is one of core priorities.

NORDIC URBAN DESIGN
EXPERTS

Trained as designer and urban designer, Håkon specializes in strategic concept development on macro and micro level, analysis and
strategic design implementation on macro and micro level that includes urban design, interior architecture, architecture, community
planning, town planning and city planning, master plans, urban design guidelines, possibility studies, process management, conference programming and management, training management and
facilitation and master plan frameworks. Recent years he has obtained specific skills in property development which includes processes accelerating value, both financially and conceptually.

Through NUDA, the idea of broader mindset and professional diversity has grown a distinct attention towards the integration of different
professions to better define Urban Design. It has shaped a professional and unconventional methodical perspective which has been
tested in a majority of projects; surely defined the essence of Integrated Urban Design as an overarching way of thinking as collective
entity of multi-disciplinary skills, both domestic and international.
The two NUDA experts chosen for this project has a wide and extensive background from various fields and projects. Skills that has
found its place in how the Master Content Plan for Parcul Etnografic
Museum has been shaped, structured and finalized.
Expert one
Founder of NUDA with extensive experience internationally in various projects, has developed a set of skills that embrace the idea behind Integrated Urban Design. Håkon is a visionary and appreciates
the challenges new ideas and concepts brings to the table. Being
an entrepreneur with an idealistic view brought NUDA to life in 2005.
His experience and tireless networking over a decade has currently
brought him into property development, both as owner, and as concept developer, through David Lock Nordic, with operations mainly
in Malmø and Milton Keynes, UK.
7

HÅKON IVERSEN
founder of NUDA
DIRECTOR AND PARTNER
david lock nordic associates as
OWNER
feleti ita group as
ACADEMIA
masters of urban design, masters of arts, cand.mag art history
and bachelor degree in design

Håkon has lectured in design and conceptual design for several
years, worked with a broad diversity of projects covering planning,
design, architecture, strategic development and guidelines, property development and concept development. His wide experience
within different segments of planning and development has provided him with an understanding as well skilled and experienced within
political environments that requires direct communications with politicians on a local, regional and national level.
Currently operating as Director and Partner at David Lock Associates Nordic, with main focus on strategic planning, regeneration,
urban design and master planning, development planning, implementation, community Involvement and strategic advisory for the

His engagement in NUDA have brought him into projects covering multi-cultural collaborations in countries such as Sweden, Netherlands, Romania, UK, Slovekia, Denmark, The South-Pacific and
Norway. He is well familiarized with EU and EEA funded projects.
Additional skills as being an NGO leader, initiator of major programs
and projects, conference and training programming and management, design concepts and big architecture frameworks and concepts has equipped him with a robust understanding of both theoretical and practical sides of city development.
Additional engagements: President and founder of Nordic Urban
Design Association that recently co-lead the EU funded project
Connected. Things about future, people and cities. He was advisor
for the Norwegian Embassy in Bucharest for the period of January to March 2014. In the period 2014 to 2016 he heads the EEA
funded planning process and project: Church Restoration in ClujNapoca, Romania, as key signature partner NUDA, and currently
sits as Chairman and owner of Feleti Ita Group AS.
He now leads the transition from Nordic Urban Design Association
to Nordic Urban Design Awards Foundation establishing what will
become one of the most prestigious and important Awards within
city planning in the Nordics.
Expert two
Trond have been CEO in different Rural and Urban Planning companies, now CEO and owner of Cardo 8614 LTD. He has lead teams
from other companies in all disciplines from ideas and concepts,
architectural and landscaping to building and implementation. Trond
has been a politician most of his life. First as leader of the Arbeiderpartiet (AP) Youth Organisation and then in the mother organization.
This lead to leadership in the city of Bergen with more than 16 years
as Political councillor and head of the city’s building and planning
committee, deputy leader and head of business and finance in the
City government. Trond has for several years had a relationship to
Romania, with his first visit as a child in Mamaia on holyday. Later

TROND TYSTAD
engineer and urban planner
CEO AND OWNER
Cardo 8614
BOARDMEMBER
norocc
POLITICS
prev. Commissioner for Urban Planning

he has been involved from 2007 in projects with a staffing company
named Bravo in Bergen. The Company employed 200 people from
Romania in Norway on fixed contracts. He has also through private
owned companies been Romanian partner with work experience
in Baia Mare. His involvement with a large development project in
the Baia Mare area, transforming an old hospital building in to a
first line hospital, holding both a hospital and a training centre in
both language and medical issues. The main goal of the project
was exchange of knowledge. Main Romanian partners are the NGO
ASSOC of Baia Mare and the two Rotary tables of Baia Mare. He
is boardmember, with special responsibility for commercial bilateral
projects between Romania and Norway, in NOROCC. The Norwegian Romanian Chamber of Commerce.
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1.2

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE EVOLUTION OF A
MASTER CONTENT PLAN

role in the project implied no less dedication and quality in both advice, deliverance and sharing of competence, know-how and skills
that could be of positive contribution to the project. Cluj-Napoca,
being one of the most important cities and central hubs within academics, culture, industry and business in Romania, created opportunities beyond the project itself which will further nurture NUDAs
presence in Cluj-Napoca.
The project was originally divided into four phases, however extended to a fifth, from May to August 2016, when the project needed
more time to finalize restoration.

“

The restoration has followed a tight schedule and
displayed a fantastic end result. An impressive set of
technical skills have resulted in a beautiful external
restoration of both churches, and the indoor paintings have gradually come to life under skilled hands,
steadily uncovering the layers of colors and historical images. All done with great dedication. We have
supported with insights where it has been of value
for this process. However, our expertise and advice
came to real value after the first project meeting in
Cluj.

9

Petrindu Church
PARCUL
ETNOGRAPHIC
MUSEUM PARK
www.woodenchurchesofcluj.com

Appointed the Norwegian partner to the EEA funded project in ClujNapoca was a very exiting venture, and have during the duration of
the project provided NUDA with new insights and skills alongside
extended networks and experience working in Romania. NUDA is,
as the Norwegian partner, also a well connected NGO throughout
the Nordics, UK and USA. Our organization is a dynamic project
based NGO constantly developing new skills and insights on our
Network of Knowledge.
This Network of Knowledge has been one of the pillars in our contribution to the project as experts and advisors. Having a rather small

The Role of NUDA
Our role as experts and advisors have been challenged from the
beginning of the project. NUDA is a typical signature partner in such
EEA funded project. With a minor role in the project, influencing the
outcome of such a project is usually not easy to achieve as the mandate is limited. The core of the project has been the restoration of
two churches, externally, and internally restoring valuable paintings.
These are areas of skills that is not obtained in NUDA, however, both
experts have relevant experience from previous projects. When we
signed the partnership agreement, it was with the intention of providing a wider perspective and holistic approach to the core of the
project.
Parcul Etnografic Museum is, as many other open-air museums, in
need of attention related to updated strategies, either it is to accommodate a growing tourism market, or it is to improve a structural

Official opening 26th February 2015
above
The first site visit was covered by media. Trond Tystad is iterviewed.
below

plan and relationship to surrounding areas. We saw the potential
to contribute with more than technical expert advice related to the
restoration of both churches and landscaping.
It was not submitted any concrete plan for NUDAs role in the project, other than six relatively general points listed in the partnership
agreement, which had to be interpreted to find relevance to the project’s core objectives.
Official opening
The project was officially launched at the first meeting 26th February 2015. The formal opening of the EEA project for the restoration
of two monuments at Muzeul Etnografic al Transilvania was done
by Vice President of Cluj, Phd.Eng. Vakar Istvan Valentin. He accounted for the importance and objectives of the project. Director of
the museum, Tudor Salagean, went through project goals of ensur-
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and Heritage, and external experts has been consulted as part of
research and preparing projections of opportunities and scanning
for methods to be used as operating tools.

MPTA method as a tool to bring the original idea of a Master Plan
into the innovative process of creating a Master CONTENT Plan
Guideline for the Parcul Etnografic Museum.

NUDAs work-process is very intuitive, especially in cases where the
project brief is unclear and the role is undefined, though in this case,
the partnership agreement indicates an expected outcome. This is
further detailed in chapter 2.0.

Bienala De Architectura Transilvania
For NUDA the project break-through was when I were invited into
the Bienala De Architectura Transilvania as jury members and keynote speakers, October 2015. This was parallel to our third meeting
in Cluj establishing the grounds for technical report 3. Our presence
in the Bienala linked NUDA to the local community of architects and
politicians. It provided us a stage and opportunity to promote the
project locally. It resulted in wide PR and media coverage where our
talks and workshops was published on youtube, facebook, linkedin
and in the local Activa De Cluj. ro website. A sudden interest for the
Master Content Plan was established.

Our idea behind the structure of the technical reports 1 to 4 was to
create a dynamic process during its construction, and necessary for
us as most of our time in the project was spent in Norway. The purpose of the reports exercise was to build each report step by step
as a diary of process without a strong critical review. This to use
each report as a brainstorm and workshop in constant progress.

“

Conference BATRA
BIENALA DE
ARCHITECTURA
TRANSILVANIA
2015
www.batra.ro
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ing and restoring two churches (very similar to Norwegian Stav Churches ) and NUDAs representative,
Trond Tystad, presented the role as Norwegian partner in the project, and what Nordic Urban Design
Association could deliver to ensure exchange of expertise, information and cultural exchange related to
the project.
The first inspection of the Parcul Etnografic Museum and two churches was conducted and an administrative agenda was set for the project timeline. In-depth research about Cluj-Napoca was done parallel
with the meeting by me and structured to accommodate the project scope to be presented in the first
technical report. Such a research is common in all NUDA projects, and generates a value for further
work. Learning more about the content of the project, a new method for further work had to be developed. A part of the process after the first meeting was to establish a pre-project plan and content for the
second meeting in June 2015.
As there was no specific program and tasks provided NUDA by the project partner Cluj-Napoca County,
a proposed five day program for the June meeting was set up by NUDA to help investigate the wider
context of the project.
We structured an outlined project plan in the period January to June 2015, creating the platform for
PIR2 (Period 2 in the project). PIR1 did not present an obvious direction for the project. It was not clear
how the project could be scaled wider from its core objectives being restoration of the two churches.
Our research in PIR1 was conducted on the basis of an idea that the project could be in need of a wider
context than only supporting the restoration on technical terms. Learning more about similar open-air
museums, specifically from Norway, we developed an understanding that the Parcul Etnografic Museum lacked a plan and relationship to the city. This became obvious on our second visit to Cluj, and
established the objectives for what NUDA would contribute with in the project. Throughout the process,
meetings have been done with other NUDA partners, including the Norwegian Directorate for Culture

Detailing the analysis and observations of the city
and the Parcul Etnografic Museum in June 2015,
we where convinced that the clear disconnection
between the city and the Parcul Etnografic Museum was critical.
It was obvious that a link between the restoration of the two churches and a development of a wider master plan could help increase
the value, in several ways, for the Parcul Etnografic Museum. The
analysis and observations was presented at the second conference
in June 2015, also introducing the MPTA method for how the Parcul
Etnografic Museum Master Content Plan would be developed for
finalization in August 2016.
One of the key factors discovered in PIR1 and PIR2 was the absence of local involvement in the project. Though the restoration of
the two churches is very interesting from a technical point of view,
it has shown to fail as attraction value for the local citizens in ClujNapoca. NUDAs role as advisors have been limited to the partnership agreement, however essentially escalating as importance as
the project clearly identified a lack of plan to sustain the project
beyond the EEA funds which ends in August 2016.
We used a lot of time the two first periods to assess, and investigate, what direction the project should take, how to take the project
further and how sustain a life after the EEA funding ends. During
this process it become clear that communicating the project locally
was one key factor for success. Hence to this NUDA developed the

The transition between PIR3 and PIR5 is revolved around communicating the project through media as it now has a substantial content
to promote. PIR4 was used to finalize the content for Master Content Plan Guideline and further draft a Content program for the museum, draft a program for the international competition and prepare
the revised content for PIR5 and final Master Content Plan Guideline
for the final meeting in Cluj-Napoca 9th August 2016.
The project has been a travel in new knowledge. Some controversy has been attached to our process, however, leading to positive
outcome and a comprehensive Master Content Plan for the Parcul
Etnografic Museum which will partially be brought to life through the
implementation of the International Architecture of Place Competition. Sustaining the project and creating new opportunities has been
the core of NUDAs intention, and we have been foresighted to establish strong relationships in the city. Also related to the European
Capital of Culture 2021 application. A link between the competition,
the competition results and implementation of competition winner(s)
with a potential European Capital of Culture 2021 will be natural to
pursue, if maximum effect of the Parcul Etnografic Museum Master
Content Plan is to be achieved.
It´s about collaboration.

Håkon Iversen
Founder of
Nordic Urban Design Association
31th July 2016
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Lillehammer
MAIHAUGEN
OPEN AIR MUSEUM
Maihaugen is one of the most visited
tourist attractions in Lillehammer,
Norway. Maihaugen, with close to 200
buildings, is one of Northern Europe’s
largest open-air museums and is one of
the largest cultural facilities in Norway.
www.maihaugen.no

1.3

INTRODUCTION

THE VALUE OF
CULTURAL RICHNESS

The city hosts the countries largest university, Babes-Bolyai University, with its famous botanical garden, nationally renowned cultural institutions as well as the largest Romanian-owned commercial bank. In 2015 Cluj-Napoca was selected the European Youth
Capital, which should have been an important event for the project
to connect closer to, providing insights to the project for the new
european generation.
NUDAs research into the historical backcloth of Cluj builds an interesting platform of relevance for how the project should, could
and will be developed. It is a rich and fascinating history including
Romania´s troubling relationship to Hungary, Germany, Turkey, Great
Britain, as well as important connections with major central hubs in
Western Europe.
Cluj-Napoca descends from Roman Empire which conquered Dacia
in AD 101 and 106 during the rule of Trajan. The roman settlement
of Napoca was established thereafter. In the beginning of the middle
ages, two groups of buildings existed on the current site of the city;
the wooden fortress at Cluj-Mănăștur, a district of the Romanian city
of Cluj-Napoca which has been a part of the city since 1895, and
the civilian settlement developed around the current Piata Muzeului
in the City centre. King Stephan of Hungary made the city a part of
the Kingdom of Hungary after a time, and city was made the seat of
the castle county of Kolozs. Approximately the same time King Saint
Ladislaus I of Hungary founded the abbey of Cluj-Mănăștur which
was destroyed during the Tatar invasions in 1241 and 1285. Another interesting fact was the relationship between King Caroll II of
Romania and the Norwegian King Olav V, setting the stage for why
the relationship between Norway and Romania should be further
nurtured. Cluj was granted the status of a city 19th August 1316
during the rule of Charles I of Hungary.

Cluj-Napoca
PIATA MUZEULUI

Cluj-Napoca
CAROLL II OF
ROMANIA

Information Week, The American online magazine, reported that
much of the software activity in Romania takes place in Cluj-Napoca,
which is quickly becoming Romania´s technopolis.
15

Cluj-Napoca
PIAȚA UNIRII
DIN CLUJ
Unirii Square, formerly King Matthias
Square (Mátyás Király tér in Hungarian)
is the central heart of Cluj -Napoca.
www.visitclujnapoca.ro
Picture: by Robytoxic

After the national capital Bucharest, Cluj is considered the second most popular city in Romania. It is also
the seat of Cluj County in the northwestern part of the country. Geographically it is roughly equidistant
from Bucharest, Budapest in Hungary, Sofia in Bulgaria and Belgrade in Serbia. This sets Cluj in a center
point and easily, and equally, accessible. An interesting observation related to tourism opportunities.
The historical province of Transylvania is well known, however, it is far more than the numerous mythical
stories about Dracula. Considered the unofficial capital and urban entity, the Cluj-Napoca metropolitan
area populates 415,000 residents, whereas the new metropolitan government of Cluj-Napoca became
operational in 2008. A key factor observed being very relevant for the project, is that Cluj currently
is considered one of the most important academic, cultural, industrial and business hubs in Romania.

“

Cluj-Napoca is an important economic centre in
Romania. Famous local brands that have become
well known at a national, and to some extent international level, include Banca Transilvania, Terapia
Ranbaxy, Farmec, Jolidon and Ursus breweries established an idea of being a business centre.
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Oslo
KING OLAV V OF
NORWAY

Unirii Square
SAINT MICHAEL’S CHURCH
Architect Gyula Wagner
THE PALACE OF JUSTICE

Eclectic enseamble
IULIU MANIU STREET TWINN BUILDINGS
Technopolis Cluj-Napoca
NOKIA PARCUL
INDUSTRIAL
DE LA JUCU
www.citynews.ro
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The BREXIT of Great Britan have also sourced innovation in Cluj-Napoca. Two Romanians developed a
website to lure anti-Brexit British investors to Cluj.

Napoca, it is obvious that economy provides an opportunity for future growth.

“After the campaign launched by a Romanian online daily to adopt British citizens who want to
stay in the EU, a new similar initiative bred in Cluj-Napoca, after two Romanians had set up an online campaign aiming to attract British entrepreneurs in Cluj-Napoca, also dubbed as Romania’s
Silicon Valley after imposing itself as an important centre for the hi-tech start-ups. Adrian Doncea
and Elena Hurjui made the „Transylvania Beyond” website in just a weekend and they promote it
with their money on Facebook, Go4it reports.”

Cluj-Napoca has a diverse and escalating growing cultural scene,
with cultural life exhibited in a number of fields including the visual
arts, performing arts and nightlife. The city´s cultural scene spans
its history back to the Roman empire. Besides the cultural diversity,
one of the most important strengths of Cluj-Napoca is its landmark
buildings and monuments, especially displayed through beautiful church-architecture such as the Saint Michael’s Church in Unirii
Square, built at the end of the 14th century gothic style.

Romaniajournal.ro

This example of innovation and entrepreneruship exemplifies Cluj-Napoca as an important economic
centre in Romania. Famous local brands that have become well known at a national, and to some extent
international level, include Banca Transilvania, Terapia Ranbaxy, Farmec, Jolidon and Ursus breweries
established an idea of being a business centre. As an example, Nokia invested 200 million euros in a mobile telephone factory near Cluj-Napoca which began production in February 2008. Parallel to the production, NOKIA opened a research centre in the city at the same time. Both closed down in April 2011.
De´Longhi, an Italian appliance manufacturer, purchased the former Nokia factory. Looking at what the
city hosts of regional and national headquarters such as MOL, Aegon, Emerson, De´Longhi, Becthel,
Friesland Campina, Office Depot, Genpact, New Yorker and a recent built factory by Bosch near Cluj-

The Palace of Justice is another landmark built between 1898 and
1902 designed by the hungarian architect Gyula Wagner in an eclectic style. This building is part of an ensemble erected in Avram
Iancu Square that also includes the National Theatre, the Palace of
Căile Ferate Române, the Palace of the Prefecture, the Palace of
Finance and the Palace of the Orthodox Metropolis. An important
eclectic ensemble is Iuliu Maniu Street featuring symmetrical buildings on either side, after the Georges-Eugène Haussmann urbanistic trend.
There are several botanic gardens, and parks, in the city centre of
Cluj. One of the highlights is the botanic garden situated in the close

proximity of the city centre. Cluj-Napoca is an important cultural
hub. The many theatres and museums including the National Museum of Transylvanian History, the Ethnografic Museum, the ClujNapoca Art Museum, the Pharmacy Museum, the Water Museum
and the museums of Babes-Boyai University - the University Museum, the Museum of Mineralogy, the Museum of Paleontology and
Stratigraphy, the Museum of Speleology, the Botanical Museum and
the Zoological Museum provides a fantastic opportunity for generating attraction value.
Historically, the city was one of the most important cultural and artistic centers in 16th-century Transylvania. The Renaissance workshop, formed in 1530 and strongly supported by the Transylvanian
princes, served local and wider requirements: from the middle of
the century onwards, when the Ottomans, Turkish Empire founded
in 1299, had conquered central Hungary, it extended its activity
throughout the new principality. Its style, the “Flower Renaissance”,
used a variety of plant ornament enriched with coats of arms, figures and inscriptions. It continued to be of great importance into
the 18th century, and traces of it are still apparent in 20th-century
vernacular art; Klausenburg was central to the long, anachronistic
survival of the style, particularly among Hungarians.
The city contains a number of galleries featuring classical and con-
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The research conducted about Cluj-Napoca has laid a foundation
for understanding the complexity of the project. NUDAs role as partner and expert, is to consider the broader picture of the project as
it is as important as restoring old church paintings and exterior facades. The Parcul Etnografic Museum has the potential to become
one of Cluj-Napoca´s key attractions, and the combination of technical work specified as restoring the physical part of the churches,
including the painting, and its relation to the city becomes even
more crucial to address.

TIFF
TRANSILVANIA
INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL
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Transilvania International Film Festival
(TIFF) is the first and the largest international feature film festival in Romania. Founded in 2002, in the town
of Cluj-Napoca, Transilvania IFF has
grown rapidly to become the most important film-related event in Romania
and one of the most spectacular annual
events in the region. It is a member of
the Alliance of Central and Eastern European Film Festivals (CENTEAST)
and it is supported by the Creative
Europe - MEDIA Programme. In 2011,
Transilvania IFF was accredited by the
FIAPF, which places it among the 40
most important festivals in the world.
Over the years, Transilvania IFF’s Lifetime Achievement Award has been presented to important figures of European
and worldwide cinema, including Nastassja Kinski, Debra Winger, Geraldine
Chaplin, Wim Wenders, Jacqueline Bisset, Michael York, Catherine Deneuve,
Annie Girardot, Udo Kier, Vanessa Redgrave and Franco Nero.
www.tiff.ro

temporary Romanian art. In spite of the influences of modern culture, traditional Romanian culture continues to influence various domains of art. Cluj-Napoca hosts an ethnographic museum, the Ethnografic
Museum of Transylvania, which features a large indoor collection of traditional cultural objects, as well as
the projects open-air park, Parcul Etnografic Museum, the oldest of this kind in Romania, dating back
to 1929.
A number of cultural festivals is hosted in Cluj-Napoca throughout the year, though more frequent in the
summer months. “Sărbătoarea Muzicii”, Fête de la Musique, also known as Make Music Day, is a music
festival taking place yearly on 21st June in a number of Romanian cities, Cluj-Napoca included, organized under the aegis of the French Cultural Centre. Additionally, Splaiul Independenței, on the banks of
Someșul Mic River, hosts a number of beer festivals throughout the summer, among them the “Septemberfest”, modeled after the German Octoberfest. And the popular Street Food Festival.
In 2006 the MTV Romania Music Award was held in Cluj, following an impressive line of celebrities such
as Beyoncé Knowles in 2007, Iron Maiden in 2010 an their Final Frontier World Tour, Scorpions and
Smokie in 2011 drawing more than 40,000 people to Cluj. Film festivals, dance festivals, rock festivals,
art festivals, classical music festivals, the Cluj calendar of events draws a picture of a culturally vibrant
city with opportunities to become a strong european tourism destination.
Renaissance, Baroque and Gothic is the primarily salient architecture of Cluj-Napoca. The modern era
has also produced a remarkable set of buildings from the mid-century style, mostly utilitarian Communist-era architecture, although only to a certain extent, as Cluj-Napoca never faced a large systematization program. Recent years the city has seen significant growth in contemporary structures such as
skyscrapers and office buildings, mainly constructed after 2000.

“

Not addressing the richness of Cluj culture and history, relationship to the city and many parks, is to
neglect the core of the project outcome.
If Cluj want to be competitive with other destination cities in Europe,
the project need to look at realistic possibilities to change the mental
map of how the Parcul Etnografic Museum can relate to a competitive market and still keep the heritage values intact.
The Parcul Etnografic Museum have to envisage the future by taking the lead and move into a mindset that rethinks current market
strategies where heritage and culture plays a major role and unifies
a common strategy to make more awareness about the Parcul Etnografic Museum in Europe. Two churches might not make a difference as EEA funded restoration projects, however, it will make a
difference in how the restoration is approached by Parcul Etnografic
Museum in regards to its relationship to the city and region.
Tourism is not only about physicality, landmarks and beautiful objects. It is also about innovation and promoting the city with beautiful
objects - opposite of only promoting beautiful objects in a city.
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Cluj-Napoca “Low Hanging
Fruits”
STREET FOOD
FESTIVAL
The first festival of street food in Romania debuted with great success.
Thousands of foodies passed the gates
at The Street Food Festival on July 7th
2016 and enjoyed the cuisine prepared
by over 50 vendors at the festival
www.clujlife.com

BRYGGEN IN BERGEN

2

PIR ONE

RESEARCH AND
PRE-STUDY

2.0

PIR1 established an understanding of what the project was about, opportunities in the project and arranged the official opening in Cluj-Napoca combined
with the first visit to the Parcul Etnografic Museum. A research and pre-study
was conducted to investigate relevance between open-air museums in Norway and Romania and inspiration for how to approach the role as partner.

NUDAs role as partner implied a need to provide the project with examples as references from Norway,
which is of relevance for the project. Fortunately there are several good examples to choose from that
had an inspirational and practical impact on the process. A selection of three projects; Bryggen in Bergen, Hamar Cathedral and The Western Norway Emigration Centre; presented three different cases
of relevance for our work with developing an overall plan for Parcul Etnografic Museum. In addition, the
“Riksantivaren stavkirkeprogrammet” 2004-2015 - Restoration and conservation of 28 stave churches
(stavkirker) – wheras 24 is complete – led by the national and local projects programmed by The Directorate for Cultural Heritage was given as example of technical work. This program was, and still is, directly
relevant to the Cluj-Napoca project, also in relevance to its magnitude, expertise and implementation
value.
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NUDAs research in PIR1 provided insights and overview of various types of relevant projects that could
be used as references both in relations to advice and part of the communication setting the project into
a wider context. NUDA also connected with other organizations relevant for master planning, tourism
and regional planning as one of the key elements in the project was to establish strategies for increased
attraction value as a destination of interest. Not only for the regional, national and international market,
however more important for the local market.
Stiftelsen Bryggen i Bergen – the NGO`s program for restoring and conservation of the old hansatic warf
in Bergen is NUDAs local reference for both craft methods and implementation. Bryggen, being one
of the examples for reference (UNESCO listed) is at the same time an ongoing major tourist attraction
counting 3 million visitors every year. The constant ongoing restoration of Bryggen is parallel to being
a necessity, also structured to be an important part as the tourist attraction. It serves as an attraction
value because it displays the inner structure of Bryggen, how it is built and how it is maintained with new

technology through old crafts methods. An example of how this is
staged is through the creation of an on-site reality TV called Anno.
The Anno synopsis
The year is 1764 and 14 participants was gathered in a time capsule
in the middle of today’s Bergen. There they lived under the same
conditions as 250 years ago. Participants stayed together and competed against each other. The plot was that They had to work themselves up from poverty and hardships to riches and honor. Who can
make the right choices along the way? Who must fight for his place
? Who mastered Bergen in 1764?
The reality series was a great success and in many cases a unique
travel in historic settings that achieved national focus on Bergen and
Bryggen. Current challenges, globally, is to compete on the digital
age of communications where everything is fast moving. Information
is available 24/7 and feeds on each other. History through heritage
is not an easy task to promote as cool and current.
NRK (Norwegian State National Broadcast Channel) and production
company Strix dared to create a reality series focusing on strong
historical elements, being educational and entertaining at the same
time. It is an example of setting heritage sites into a new context and
provide education and entertainment at the same time. NUDA see
this is one direction Cluj-Napoca can grow awareness around their
heritage and use as part of promoting new tourism destinations.

Fredrikstad
ANNO 2016
REALITY SHOW TV
Norwegian reality series. 14 participants will for ten weeks live in a town where everything is as it was 300 years ago, in the middle of today’s Fredrikstad. The participants
will live together and compete against each other, working their way up from poverty
and drudgery, prosperity and honor.
www.tv.nrk.no/serie/anno
Picture above from Bergen, Anno 2014

Stave Churches
Related to the two churches, medieval churches has been preserved for decades in Norway, and highly prioritized by the Norwegian Directorate for Cultural Heritage. As NUDA have experienced
through the project, Romanian expertise in such restoration is of
high quality and in little need of specific insights from Norwegian
restoration experts. Though exchange of competence between
Norway and Romania is highly recommended as differences in construction techniques and building techniques is present. In Romania
the churches are built with cogged methods, as example.
During the thirteenth century, the Kingdom of Norway, was at the
height of its powers. At that time there was still just under a thousands stave churches spread all over the country. Today, there is
only 28 left. Most of these churches are found in the inner parts of
Østlandet and in Sogn, the western part of Norway. The architectural form of Stave Churches are considered to be the most outstanding wooden buildings created in our complex cultural choice of
materials, construction methods and sustainability. It has also been
one of the most inspirational forms throughout centuries for craftsmen and architects. It still is. The Stave Churches are limited in their
use by the public, but is regardless highly available and enjoyed by
both locals and tourists.
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Hopperstad
STAVE CHURCH
SOGN OG FJORDANE COUNTY
NUDA have used several stave churches in Norway as inspiration. One is the nice
Hopperstad Stave Church in Sogn og Fjordane County. A Stave Church just outside
the village of Vikøyri in Vik Municipality, Sogn og Fjordane county, Norway. The
church is currently owned by the Society for the Preservation of Ancient Norwegian
Monuments.
The church was once the main parish church for the Vik parish in the Indre Sogn
deanery in the Diocese of Bjørgvin. It was replaced by Vik Church in 1877. It is now
a museum
www.stavechurch.com
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Sogn og Fjordane
URNES
STAVE CHURCH
A stave church has been built three
times on the same site here at Orneset.
A hundred years would pass between
the first and the third, the one we can
visit today. The timber was felled in the
years 1129-1130. Ownership of Urnes
stave church was transferred to the Society for the Preservation of Norwegian
Ancient Monuments in 1880.
www.stavechurch.com

2.1

THE PROJECT

THE NUDA
CONTRIBUTION

temporary and future issues related to the public domain such as
the Parcul Etnografic Museum.
Being a project based think-tank, it is important for NUDA to manage complex urban and social issues giving urban design the necessary acknowledgement within the Nordic countries, as well as
EU countries. Relevant for the project, NUDAs partner role is small,
though equally important as provider of wider urban and tourism
perspectives.
The churches as restoration projects, where the painting and facades are main objectives, is well taken care of by the Cluj-Napoca
partners under the leadership of Tudor Salagean, Director at the
Muzeul Etnografic al Transilvania.
As the key objectives of the project is the restoration, which commenced in March 2015, NUDAs role is very specifically described
to be of more a supportive character. However, the preliminary research done about the objects, the city, the museum concludes that
NUDAs contribution within the frame of our partnership agreement,
will provide the project a proposal for a master plan as guideline for
future development and growth.
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NUDA 2009
NEW DIRECTIONS IN SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
There is a need to stage a guide for global planning which involves new sustained environmental directions. While urban designers and architects alone cannot solve the
worlds environmental problems, they are responsible for designing the future cities,
and therefore in a position to influence the promotion and pursuit of energy-efficient,
socially-responsible buildings and public spaces. They are also in a position to influence the future cities through new paradigms of innovation; new thoughts; new perspectives; new methods and rural and urban strategies, where increased use of new
technology is a crucial part of the sustainable planning strategies developed.
www.nuda.no
Picture of Eric R Kuhne telling amazing stories

Being a nordic think-tank, NUDA creates opportunities for networking and staging collaboration with a wide range of professionals, international organizations and companies. The organization arrange
international high profile conferences, seminars, workshops, research and other events which create strong international networks
for urban designers, architects, planners, landscape designers and
students within these fields of profession.
NUDA will as contribution to the project display how integrated urban design methods can generate sustainable city planning, create
great places and with foresight manage and discuss important con-

In the technical reports 1 to 4 divided up in the periods March 2015,
June 2015, October 2015, May 2016 and concluding in August
2016, NUDAs experts built a structure and content for what has
become a strategy document for Cluj-Napoca County to use as
platform to further develop the Parcul Etnografic Museum aside only
restoring the churches. In this phase, NUDA have to some extend
called on other partners for advice, and used the network of knowledge to provide necessary skills and content for the reports. As
example, this has already been done in the process of developing
the MPTA Method.
A part of NUDAs contribution has been to build and revise each
Technical report for each period March, June, October, May and a

concluding in August as a dynamic report where revisions are made
according to new updates, new input, new knowledge and more
for the purpose of finalizing a Master Content Plan Guideline to be
handed to Cluj-Napoca County in August 2016.
Six points describing a draft outline for what the contribution is about
according to the partnership agreement has been used as NUDAs
project guideline, however, dynamic as the reports have been, they
have been objects for change and revision during the process.
The six points specified in the partnership agreement:
•

Provide expertise in developing technical specifications for procurement activity regarding the technical project and execution
of work.

•

Provide expertise regarding projects implementation and keynote experts to attend an open seminar at the second meeting.

•

Provide architectural and landscaping consultancy for project
team.

•

Participate in the preparation of the interim progress reports
(technical and financial reports)

•

Provide expertise regarding the bilateral relations following the
relationships with other organizations.

•

Ensure the project promotion in the partner country (Norway) in
order to stimulate an increased interest for the project.
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CONTRIBUTION AS

WRITTEN IN THE PIR
TECHNICAL REPORTS
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1

2

3

CONTRIBUTION

PIR ONE

PIR TWO

The NUDA experts shares the perception of what critical factor lies
in the procurement;
• to find enough quality and quantity in the field of restoration of
the paintings.
• to increase the value of the museum as an open air museum
through dynamic use.
• to increase awarness of the potential of the open air museum as
a whole, and not only towards the churches as objects.

The reports from the Norwegian “Stave Churches” project and the
“Bryggen Project(s)” provides good examples of implementation,
staging and duration of time from plan to finalized.

NUDA have so fare identified the following questions were the experts may deliver advice to the workshop discussions concerning
the overall planning.

This accommodated with advice from experts that has undertaken
the work above. For the Norwegian partner, questions related to
society, the city, the region and planning in general seeks out to
have the best case of bilateral involvement and execution of good
ideas and know-how. Heritage projects are local “Hollywood stars”
in Norway. The local populations, idealistic NGOs, local press etc
are often “directly” involved and engaged on a voluntarily basis, not
only in discussions and support to heritage projects, also on practical matters and communications through social media.

Recommendation:
• Advice briefly about providing good solution on a anti-erosion
installation, mainly related to appereance.

Provide expertise in developing technical specifications for procurement activity regarding the
technical project and execution of work.

This is paramount; 1) skills for technical restoration to be found in
the Romanian market and with the right know-how. This work of
restauration is only duable in the summer season. The issue of extra
project time should be addressed very early. 2) develop a masterplan which foresees predictability related to project progression.
Related to carpenter work and the anti-erosion work on church (2),
the internal and external work force is no limitation. The anti-erosion
work do require some critical engineering work which should be
planned and executed in an early stage. The method and designlayout for landscaping of the anti-erosion installation intended to fit
close to the church should be addressed immediately. Regarding
the last issue, the next visit should have a dedicated meeting addressing this issue isolated from the rest of the project.
Recommendation:
Norwegian partner, NUDA, strongly recommend that next on-site
session with participation from us should be latest ultimo may or the
first week of june – to keep progress intact and avoid further delay
in the project.

Provide expertise regarding projects implementation and keynote experts to attend an open
seminar at the second meeting.

Recommendation:
NUDA recommend an open seminar next session with some keynote speakers:

Provide architectural and landscaping consultancy for project team.

•

Advice about upgrading the internal connections inside the heritage park, potential layout and alignment of future buildings,
storehouse and how to strengthen the connection to the city
centre.

•

Advice how the museum heritage parks can improve connection with the city through a proposed masterplan.

•

Advice how to strengthen the museums parks central position
in the multi-cultural melting point in the area. Storytelling and
tied to the parks for the purpose of attraction

•

Advice how to use restoration as tools for uplift, new plans and
activities and strengthen the open air museum as a destination
both locally, regionally and internationally.

Romanian key speakers of expertise.
Expert 1 can speak as urbanist about the connection in a city between heritage sites and the modern growing city. It´s role and function as placemaker.
Expert 2 can speak about Norwegian experience with restoring
heritage projects at the same time as destinations for tourist and
basis for local economical potentials.
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CONTRIBUTION AS

WRITTEN IN THE PIR
TECHNICAL REPORTS

4

5

6

PIR THREE

PIR FOUR

PIR FIVE

Norwegian partners technical and financial report 1 is delivered
20/3-15. The following reports will increase in content, specifics and
recommendations. Final report aligns all interim reports with conclusion and overall recommondation for further follow up and programs
to be established after the project is ended in 2016.

The Norwegian partner have by email and meetings involved important persons and orgainzations in Norway on the bilateral relationship building side of the project.

NUDA have started campaigning the Norwegian market about the
project and Cluj-Napoca. Through personal and company contacts,
social medias and web pages, planned articles for both local and
national newspapers and heritage/culture oriented magazines, NUDAs experts intend to strategically educate and inform.

Participate in the preparation of the interim progress reports (technical and financial reports)

The participation of, and preparation of, the interim progress reports, is a joint collaboration between the partners, and NUDA acknowledge the importance of insight in the reports done concerning
the technical part of the restoration. It is useful for NUDAs contribution to align content and progress with the practical work done in
the churches.
Technical Report 1 is a brief progress report estimating a direction
and also summarizing the first meeting in Cluj.
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Technical Report 2 will be more indepth regarding content and
direction, as it sums up technical report 1 and adds the work done
in the period from January to presentation at the workshop 29th
June in Cluj.
There is no reccmmandations attached for this point.

Provide expertise regarding the bilateral relations
following the relationships with other organizations.

On the list is the Romanian consul in Bergen, the Romanian embassy in Oslo and the board and active members of the bilateral Norwegian Romanian Chamber of Commerce (NOROCC), Fortidsminneforeningen, University of Bergen, Bryggens Venner and City of
Bergen.
We will contact the Norwegian embassy in Bucurest on next visit,
and try to involv them in our planned seminars and workshops for
Cluj visit number 2.
We will participate with both experts in the Norwegian Directorate
for Culturale Heritage for a 1 day conference for Norwegian partners in Norwegian Grant heritage projects in april 2015, Oslo, for
discussion about all heritage and EEA funded projects currently ongoing, with the intention of sharing experience and networks, and
brief about progress related to our Cluj project. For the norwegian
grants, this kind of seminars with norwegian partners are considered also as project audits.
We recommend to involve Academia and a wider group of persons
with interest in architecture, heritage, urban and civic (city) planning,
regional planning, tourism and Norwegian- Romanian connections
in Cluj for our planned conference at the next on-site visit.

Ensure the project promotion in the partner
country (Norway) in order to stimulate an increased inerest for the project.

NUDA will give advices at the next visit concerning tourism and marketing, and how to connect this on a relevant way to the museum in:
The Cluj city package
The Region Package (Cluj County and Mures County)
The cross Transylvania package
The city plan package
During the preliminary and recent internet research in Norwegian,
German and English, little or no information about the Churches in
the park show up on general searches for churches in Romania,
Heritage in Romania, Churches in Cluj-Napoca etc.
The experts will at the next meeting in Cluj-Napoca suggest directions for how to manage a strategy to improve the E-communication
about the project.
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2.2

PARCUL ETNOGRAFIC MUSEUM PARK

THE FIRST OPEN-AIR
MUSEUM IN ROMANIA

The Parcul Etnografic Museum invites to share new knowledge
wrapped inside history and heritage items. A powerful place with
unleashed potentials of becoming one of the major destinations in
Cluj-Napoca.
The National Ethnographic Park “Romulus Vuia” in Cluj-Napoca, the
first open-air museum in Romania, was founded on the 1st of June
1929, as a section of the Ardeal Museum of Ethnography, through
the decision of the Cults and Arts Ministry. The National Park was
officially acknowledged through the Law concerning the organisation of the Transylvanian Museum of Ethnography and of the National Park in Cluj, published in the Official Gazette on 5th of April,
1932. The founder of the park, the ethnologist Romulus Vuia, chose

a form of organisation in which some rural original farmsteads were
going to be inhabited by peasants involved in traditional economic
activities. The initial surface of the park was of 75 hectares.
Between 1929 and 1940 there were transferred in the Ethnographical Park the following buildings: a House from Vidra (1929),
a Sheepfold from Poiana Sibiului together with the shepard and 75
sheep (1930), a Road Cross from Lupsa (1931), a Farmstead from
Telciu (1932) – donation of the inhabitants of Telciu commune and
a Hungarian Shed from Stana (1936). In addition, the museum restaurant was opened, Gaudeamus, which offered to the visitors of
the Ethnographical Park traditional products of Transylvania. During
the Second World War, most of the buildings in the Ethnographical
Park were destroyed. At the return to Cluj, in 1945, from the units
transferred in the National Park only the House of a wooden vessel
maker from Vidra, Avram Iancu commune, and the museum restaurant, Gaudeamus, were preserved.
In 1956, Teodor Onisor and Valer Butura restructured the thematic
plan of the park and established the scientific criteria followed in
order to transfer the next constructions in the Ethnographical Park,
and also the ethnographical zoning of Transylvania. There were outlined four thematic sectors: a sector with regional types of farmsteads and with monuments of architecture, another one with installations and peasant workshops, an ethno-botanic sector with
traditional crops and related buildings of the village border and an
ethno-zoological sector with pastoral buildings and animals of local
breed.
This innovative vision adopted lately by most of the European profile
museums was abandoned because of an unfavourable situation,
so that only the tehnical sector and the one of the zonal farmsteads
were organised on 16 hectars having the structure of a traditional
dispersed village. The first sector contains peasant technical installations and workshops dated in between 18th and 20th centuries.
They illustrate the traditional techniques of wood and iron processing, of gold getting, of wool fabrics processing, of clay and stone
processing, of cereals crushing and of oil getting.
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Muzel
ETNOGRAFIC AL
TRANSILVANIEI
www.muzeul-etnografic.ro
Pictures and text from the website

The second sector contains traditional peasant farmsteads representative for distinctive ethnographical areas in Transylvania, including constructions dated between 17th and 20th centuries, having
the whole necessary household inventory.
Selected rigorously and with scientific purposefulness and uprightness, as a result of long research campaigns, by three generations
of ethnographers, stimulated by the professional devotment of
some important personalities such as Valeriu Butură, the exhibited
buildings – most of them being dated by inscriptions – are among
the oldest and most valuable monuments of architecture in the Romania’s ethnographical heritage.
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Events
ACTIVITIES FOR
THE PUBLIC
The museum is frequently used for various activities. Either it is programmed
or by random. A potential for more use
is obvious as the museum does attract
real interest. The museum have a lot of
outdoor space which is a tremendous
resource for activation.
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Culture
BRINGING HERITAGE
TO LIFE
Bringing heritage and old customs to
life is paramount for the museum to
achieve. This will bring more interest
and attract people to get more insight
in Romanian heritage and history.

2.3

COMMUNICATING THE PROJECT

FIRST LOCALLY - THEN
GLOBALLY

Communication is about clarity and taking a place in the crowded
world of information. It is not easy to compete with the constant
flow of online information, and it is even more challenging communicating a project, or a process, that is not fashionable enough to
draw real attention. Challenges is always connected to ´heritage´ as
a word, and even more when it is connected to a project. Equally
one have to acknowledge that the concept of an open-air museum,
regardless where it is situated, is not sexy enough to capture much
interest from people, organizations and media in general. Also being
an EEA funded project, norwegians are rather reluctant to show any
special interest as most of these projects are considered to be in the
“wierd” category. In this relation it was not without challenge to get
response on the first attempts to inform about the project.

“

The Parcul Etnografic Museum invites to share new
knowledge wrapped inside history and heritage
items. A powerful place with unleashed potentials
of becoming one of the major destinations in ClujNapoca. It only needs to be communicated.
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BATRA
BIENALA DE
ARCHITECTURA
TRANSILVANIA
2015
The Jurymembers of the competition
presenting the winners of the different
categories at the evening galla.
www.batra.ro

As part of NUDAs partnership role, communication concerning the
project was relevant and directly connected to the partnership contribution pt. 6: “Ensure the project promotion in the partner country
(Norway) in order to stimulate an increased interest for the project”.
It is an important element to share information and knowledge about
the project, project progress, process and partners included regardless content and news value related to the project.
EEA funded projects in Romania are difficult to build a wow fac-
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Social media
LINKEDIN
Trond Tystad is a frequent user of
Linkedin and facebook. Documentation of the whole project process has
been posted on a regular basis. Networking the project has been as important as posting news in a traditional way
on the websites available.

tor around, therefore it has during the project been paramount for
NUDA to develop a project of interest. Something innovative.
The content and news value of projects dictates a direction for how
NUDAs experts could, and should, design a campaign throughout the project that communicates process, news, progress and
content. NUDA used in this process the different media platforms
available such as facebook, linkedin, websites, emails and newsletters to seed a slow awareness about the project. It was only after
the fourth meeting in May 2016 that the Norwegian Directorate for
Cultural Heritage showed any real interest in the project and interview Håkon Iversen. The reason was clear: the project had developed a value and was concrete as an innovative approach to a
known problem.
The project attracted little attention in PIR1 and PIR2, even though
frequent use of social media was done. Articles have been published, keynotes done frequently throughout the project and several
interviews have been published, both through TV and newspaper.
Trond Tystads article in BA (Bergens Avisen): “Ikke bare Dracula”
had more than 115,000 hits online, and spread numerous times.
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Bergen
BERGENS AVISEN
Trond Tystad is a weekly columnist in
Bergens Avisen, and writes frequently
about issues related to city planning,
tourism, culture and projects impacting
the city both positive and negative.
www.ba.no
Second largest newspaper in Bergen

Though the conferences and workshops in PIR1 and PIR2 managed
to capture interest from some groups, it was not enough to capture
real local interest about the project and why a Master Content Plan
is essential for future development of Parcul Etnografic Museum.
NUDAs participation in the Bienala De Architectura Transilvania captured a broader audience, and is considered the break-through for
when the project really got attention in Cluj.
Håkon Iversens keynote on the 14th October presented the project
in its full and launched the idea of the International Open Air Museum Competition. 350 people in the audience was captured and the
project was achieved a sudden interest. The keynote was posted on
Youtube together with two more interviews with Håkon Iversen later
the same evening parallel to online post in Actual De Cluj.ro.
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Social media
LINKEDIN, FACEBOOK
AND WEBSITES
The project has been frequently presented on each of the platforms displayed and have during the PIR4 escalated in interest. Though the project
website have not yet reached many
norwegian klicks, it has been visible and
posted frequently. More articles similar
to the “From Master Plan towards a
Master Plan will be written and posted
on Linkedin.
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The local presence was sudden and the fourth meeting in
May where the Master Content
Plan was presented at the Cluj
County Council, became proof
that the project finally had reach
interest of importance.
With the final version of the
Master Content Plan Guideline
for Parcul Etnografic Museum,
NUDA will communicate the
final project widely. However,
the communication strategy is
to further build on the guideline
when implementing the International competition as part of
sustaining the process around
Parcul Etnografic Museum future growth. With that as starting point, communication will
become easier as content is
provided, direction is set and
innovation been presented as
news for value.
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Youtube
KEYNOTE SPEAK AT
BATRA 2015
Håkon Iversens keynote speak about
the Master Content Plan, at the BATRA
2015 Jurys Conference, Cluj-Napoca,
was posted on youtube - together with
all the other keynotes.
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=anWAr5s8njU

2.4

REFERENCES

EXAMPLES TO FOLLOW
FROM NORWAY
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Osterøy
HAVRÅTUNET

Havrå is a farm with a history stretching back to the Bronze Age. The small
settlement was listed in 1998. The settlement is a unique memory of farming
activities, preventing practices and how
work was done on the many western
farms.
www.muho.no
Picture and text from the website

Selecting good examples from Norway is a pleasent thing do. The
many listed and unlisted “settlements”, stave churches, old heritage sites, museums are many. Not all of them provide the content
sufficient enough to attract a wide audience and tourism. They are
the result of their location, and how the municipality and county
maintain priority.
The examples choosen by NUDA as inspiration and model for the
project, possess some of the element necessary to achieve success.
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Bergen
BRYGGEN,
THE HANSEATIC
WHARF
Bryggen in Bergen, also known as the
German Wharf, is a series of Hanseatic
commercial buildings lining the eastern
side of the fjord coming into Bergen.
Bryggen has since 1979 been on the
UNESCO list for World Cultural Heritage sites. Key destination in Bergen.
www.stiftelsenbryggen.no
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Hamar
HAMAR CATHEDRAL
Hamar Cathedral was the see of the Ancient Docese of Hamar. The diocese at
Hamar had included much of the (modern) counties in Hedmark, Oppland
and Buskerud.The ruins is part of the
Hedemark Museum and commercially a
major destination success.
www.hedmarksmuseet.no

Radøy
WESTERN NORWAY
EMIGRATION CENTRE
Being an open air museum located in
Radøy, as small rural area outside of Bergen, the museum consists of six historical buildings reassembled in a rural environment. The buildings was relocated
from Minnesota and North Dakota,
dated back to the 19th century.
www.muho.no

COPENHAGEN

3

PIR TWO

ANALYSIS, TECHNIQUES &
METHOD DEVELOPED

3.0

The whole Master Content Plan is built on the analysis done, and the structured around the method created specific for this project. There is no bible for
how to conduct an analysis. It depends on the project and what aims are pursued. Though that is the case, there are a set of general techniques which is
familiar for the majority of observers, and based on these, the techniques are
widely executed depending on whom the analysis is undertaken by.

The word technique has its origins in the Arts. Defined as; manner
of artistic execution or performance in relations to formal or practical details; the mechanical or formal part of an art; especially fine
arts. Technique is therefore related to specific tasks as opposed to
Method which is the description of a total process. NUDAs Techniques are in this project related to urban design survey techniques
and placemaking techniques.

ter Content Plan is structured around. It builds on known principles
and techniques, methods and applications, and separately it has
proven to work in thousands of projects and case studies. However,
it is organized in a new way and directly applied to the project as
basis for how to apply the Master Content Plan to the future development process of the museum. It also becomes an essential part
of the competition brief which is later introduced (5.0).

The method created in this process for the project is not typical for
urban design projects. The whole essence of the project is to bring
more attractiveness to the museum, increase value and widen the
market potentials not only to be focused on the churches.

The NUDA method created for this purpose has not yet been tested. It will be the first time both method and Master Content Plan is
applied to a project. Confidence that it will find a logic for others than
the project authors is present, and the process with the competition
will slowly put it to test.

Hence to this the method was in need of perspectives and models that involved the understanding of tourism, branding, marketing, economy, planning, architecture, event planning, management,
landscaping, heritage and more. It is not only about the physical
planning. It is as much about the content and how that is fitted to
match the physicality of the museum.
NUDA have wide experience from all these segments. Consulting
with other organizations and experts on the related topics, three pillars was chosen to support the core of the method which the Mas55

Working together with Lars Gemzøe (co-founder of Gehl Architects),
Fred Kent and Kathy Madden in Project for Public Spaces, Rob
Cowan from Urban Design Skills, Simon Anholt, David Lock and
more have influenced the NUDA approach. Therefore, most of the
techniques used will be familiar for most readers of this book.
There are no secrets to the NUDA approach. Its only done differently
using the best ingredients available and organized logically for the
purpose of maximizing the project outcome.
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The oracle of survey
JAN GEHL
Jan Gehl have for more than 40 years
developed survey techniques for understanding public space. It is all about
people and peoples interaction with
space. NUDA is influenced by the Gehl
approach.
www.gehlarchitects.dk

3.1

PREPARING A CONTENT

METHOD, PROCESS,
THINKING AND ADAPTION

of the museum and churches. During the work with the first technical report it become clear that the museum had to be restored for
future increased value. The restoration of both churches painting is
important for heritage and culture purposes, and will provide a difference, however, it is only of minor importance related to the overall
uplift the village needs to do. At first glance the village seems like
authentic, however, walking through the village, getting familiar with
the history and how it was structured, it becomes more clear that
the village is in need of a plan.
The heritage issues is of great concern, and restrictions for new
developments and improvements are considered very rigid.
It would be understandable if the village was authentic and original,
however it is not. It is a constructed site where different buildings
have been brought to the site and reconstructed according to historical village layouts.
The churches is also moved to the village and situated on place - as
objects, not directly related to either buildings, and without a landscape design embracing each church as key objectives of importance. This being the reality, restoration of paintings becomes of less
importance when set into a greater relevance, however extremely
important in an isolated and technical perspective.
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LILLEHAMMER
MAIHAUGEN
Maihaugen in Lillehammer is Norway’s
largest open air museum outside Oslo.
With over 200 buildings from different
eras, exhibitions and places to eat it offer superb cultural experiences.
www.maihaugen.no

Technical report 1 (PIR1) presented a preliminary study and research
about Cluj-Napoca, and a summary of observations related to the
first site visit in Cluj-Napoca. NUDA discovered issues that needed
to be addressed if the museum should be able to meet future increased value. It became crucial to look at the open air museum as
part of the city hence to its location and structure.

It is paramount to address the museum - as what it is - a museum
where historical items has been placed to construct a replicant of a
thought of village, drawing on Romanian culture and history. Being
a museum, it is about attraction and therefore becomes a vital part
as destination in Cluj-Napoca.

For the second meeting in Cluj-Napoca, NUDA set forward a proposed program for a workshop conference bringing together various experts within heritage and culture, and stage NUDAs opportunity to present a comprehensive idea bank for further development

Museums, both contemporary as well as classical and historical are
all due to hard competition regarding attraction value. This taken
into consideration, the open space museum in Cluj-Napoca is in
need of upgrade and a masterplan that can extract optimal value of
current situation.

“

During the preliminary research and work for the
technical report 1 and 2, NUDAs experts created
a method to use as basic tool for the workshop in
Cluj-Napoca, June 2015, and for the remaining of
the project.
The method 1+1+1+1 combines four different approaches used by
NUDA in various projects, and partnerships, to develop new plans.
As part of NUDAs work, methods varies to what relevance it has for
specific projects. Related to the Cluj-Napoca project where the key
objectives is restoration of paintings and church facades, methods
was needed to also address a wider issue concerning the whole
village as destination for historical and heritage future development.
Time was used to structure the 1+1+1+1 method containing 1)
DIVE, the method developed by the Directorate for Cultural Heritage
in Norway, 2) Placemaking, the process developed over 40 years
by Project for Public Spaces in New York, 3) Competitive Identity,
the thinking of Simon Anholt used to develop competitive places
and 4) Method of multi-disciplinary integration organized by NUDA
specially for this project.
Method, process, thinking and adaptation (MPTA) sets the ground
for NUDAs experts to draw a framework proposal for a future masterplan of Parcul Etnografic Museum.
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1

MPTA
M for METHOD
The Directorate for Cultural Heritage in Norway have developed DIVE to become a very good tool
used in planning and analysis of heritage towns, cities and places. The method is object for interpretation, however, in short addresses important issues of relevance for heritage projects that
other methods do not focus on. Hence to this DIVE has become essential as one of several tools
to understand and intepret the area

WHAT DOES TODAYS LANDSCAPE AND ENVIRONMENT TELL US ABOUT THE AREAS ORIGNS,
DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTER?
Though the village is constructed and replicant of various historical sites, it is as museum structured in
a way which builds an understanding, or perception, of how the landscape historically embraced both
farmers housing and churches. It helps us understand the intention behind the alignment of buildings,
and provides a reference for research which can enlight further as analysis for new ideas and plans.

Book
URBAN HERITAGE
ANALYSIS, DIVE
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Society’s growing interest in the historic
and cultural qualities of towns and cities underlines a need for planning and
heritage management which focus on
urban heritage qualities as development
assets.
The DIVE-analysis addresses some of
the challenges which are encountered
when viewing historic and cultural
environments as both qualitative and
functional resources. The approach encourages cross-disciplinary and crosssector cooperation, and emphasizes
the importance of public participation,
communication and dissemination of
results.
www.riksantikvaren.no

WHY HAVE CERTAIN ELEMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA HAD A PARTICULAR
SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE SOCIETY?
In this, the churches becomes the pivot objectives where characteristics of the romanian village history
is laid as significant for society. To interpret the village combined with on site visits to other villages in the
Cluj-Napoca county, gives an understanding of the churches importance. Not only as symbol for christianity and holy place, also as strong architectural symbol related to place identity and characteristics. This
leads us to understand that the church as object needs to be embraced further with subtle but beautiful
landscape design.

WHICH HISTORICAL ELEMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS ARE OF SPECIAL VALUE, CAN THEY
BE DEVELOPED AND WHAT IS THEIR TOLERANCE TO CHANGE?
The projects key objectives are the churches. However, the churches are part of a wider setting which
includes other buildings of importance. May not be architectural importance, more about content. Tolerance for change is set to challenge the heritage polices to be considered in relevance that the village is
a museum - for people - to experience, learn and consume.

D

I

V

E

DESCRIBE
D in DIVE

INTERPRET
I in DIVE

VALUATE
V in DIVE

ENABLE
E in DIVE

WHAT DOES TODAYS
LANDSCAPE AND ENVIRONMENT TELL US ABOUT
THE AREAS ORIGNS, DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTER?

WHY HAVE CERTAIN ELEMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA HAD
A PARTICULAR SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE SOCIETY?

Though the village is constructed and replicant of various historical sites, it is as museum
structured in a way which builds
an understanding, or perception, of how the landscape historically embraced both farmers
housing and churches. It helps
us understand the intention behind the alignment of buildings,
and provides a reference for
research which can enlight further as analysis for new ideas
and plans.

In this, the churches becomes
the pivot objectives where
characteristics of the romanian
village history is laid as significant for society. To interpret the
village combined with on site
visits to other villages in the
Cluj-Napoca county, gives an
understanding of the churches
importance. Not only as symbol
for christianity and holy place,
also as strong architectural
symbol related to place identity and characteristics. This
leads us to understand that the
church as object needs to be
embraced further with subtle
but beautiful landscape design.

WHICH HISTORICAL ELEMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS ARE OF SPECIAL
VALUE, CAN THEY BE
DEVELOPED AND WHAT
IS THEIR TOLERANCE TO
CHANGE?

HOW SHOULD THE AREAS
PRIORITIZED HISTORICAL
CHARACTERISTICS AND
RESOURCES BE MANAGED AND DEVELOPED,
THROUGH CONCRETE
PROPOSALS.

The projects key objectives are
the churches. However, the
churches are part of a wider
setting which includes other
buildings of importance. May
not be architectural importance, more about content.
Tolerance for change is set to
challenge the heritage polices
to be considered in relevance
that the village is a museum
- for people - to experience,
learn and consume.

Enabling the DIVE method as
part of the MPTA Method sets
the ground for concrete proposals directly adapted to the
heritage concerns, and secures
the essence of the museum.
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2
PLACEMAKING

MPTA
P for PROCESS
NUDA have several time worked together with Project for Public Spaces and adapted the process behind placemaking. It is about convergeing movement and diciplines around place which
can be related to key words such as:

PROCESS

URBAN EQUITY - relevant for the museum as it needs to re-create it self as an asset and equity for the
city of Cluj-Napoca.
Wednesday, November 25, 15

10

ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN - relevant for the museum as the village is a travel in romanian and hungarian arts and craft, church architecture and history in need of being brought further to the next generation.
SMART GROWTH - relevant for the museum as it needs to find a way to grow smart and sustainable
new landmark in the city that attracts people.

Placemaking
THE ART OF
TRANSFORMATION
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40 years of making, placemaking has
become a global campaign putting people in the centre of attraction. As both
an overarching idea and a hands-on approach for improving a neighborhood,
city, or region, Placemaking inspires
people to collectively reimagine and
reinvent public spaces as the heart of
every community. Strengthening the
connection between people and the
places they share, Placemaking refers
to a collaborative process by which we
can shape our public realm in order to
maximize shared value. More than just
promoting better urban design, Placemaking facilitates creative patterns of
use, paying particular attention to the
physical, cultural, and social identities
that define a place and support its ongoing evolution.
www.pps.org

CLIMATE CHANGE AND SUSTAINABILITY - relevant for the museum as it does have an impact on
erosion issues and sustainability related to how 1) history can further be sustained through a museum 2)
sustainability in regards of technical craftsman of churches and buildings which is still a basis for current
construction principles.
LOCAL FOOD SYSTEMS - relevant for the museum as the village grow apples and grapes the natural
way, giving opportunities for people to experience fresh unpolluted local food.
TRANSPORTATION AND LANDUSE - relevant for the museum as the village museum needs to draw
more attraction from the city, infrastructure and transportation needs to be improved due to lack of accessibility.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION - relevant as the churches are the key objectives of the project.
PUBLIC HEALTH - relevant as the museum can provide for activities that can benefit public health.
LOCAL ECONOMY - relevant as the museum can become a key attraction of Cluj-Napoca, establishing
programs and activities of increased value which brings improved economy.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT - relevant as the museum is for the people, it can also cater for seminars, education, childrens programs and more with the basis in increasing more knowledge about romanian history and heritage.
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3

MPTA
T for THEORIES
Today, the world is one market. The rapid advance of globalization means that every country,
every city and every region must compete with every other for its share of the world’s consumers, tourists, investors, students, entrepreneurs, international sporting and cultural events, and
for the attention and respect of the international media, of other governments, and the people of
other countries.

In such a busy and crowded marketplace, most of those people and organizations do not have time
to learn about what other places are really like. We all navigate through the complexity of the modern
world armed with a few simple clichés, and they form the background of our opinions, even if we are not
fully aware of this and do not always admit it to ourselves: Paris is about style, Japan about technology,
Switzerland about wealth and precision, Rio de Janeiro about carnival and football, Tuscany about the
good life, and most African nations about poverty, corruption, war, famine and disease.
Competitive Identity
IT´S NOT ALL
ABOUT THE BRAND
Simon Anholt is an independent policy
advisor who has worked to help develop
and implement strategies for enhanced
economic, political and cultural engagement with other countries.
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These strategies are typically in the areas of national identity and reputation,
public diplomacy, cultural policy and
cultural relations, regional integration,
immigration and related areas of social
policy, sustainability, educational policy,
trade, export promotion, tourism, security and defence, foreign direct investment, talent attraction and major international events.
He is the founder of Good Country
and the Good Country Index which
measures what each country on earth
contributes to the common good of humanity, and what it takes away, relative
to its size. Good Country was launched
in his TED talk in June 2014.
www.simonanholt.com

Most of us are much too busy worrying about ourselves and our own countries to spend too long trying
to form complete, balanced, and informed views about six billion other people and nearly two hundred
other countries. We make do with summaries for the vast majority of people and places – the ones we
will probably never know or visit – and only start to expand and refine these impressions when for some
reason we acquire a particular interest in them. When you have not got time to read a book, you judge
it by its cover.
These clichés and stereotypes – whether they are positive or negative, true or untrue – fundamentally
affect our behaviour towards other places and their people and products.
It may seem unfair, but there is nothing anybody can do to change this. It is very hard for a country to
persuade people in other parts of the world to go beyond these simple images and start to understand
the rich complexity that lies behind them.

Abstract from
“What is Competitive Identity”
Simon Anholt
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“

A brand is as much an open invitation
to complain as it is a promise to deliver.
Simon Anholt

4

MPTA
A for ADAPTION
NUDA adapt by doing. The core of the Master Content Plan is the MPTA and DIVE, Placemaking
and Competitive Identity provide a substantial content to the MPTA method. The adaption is how
NUDA have organized and facilitated the methods to fit the project.

In the adaption NUDA techniques for analysis, developing strategies and transformative ideas for implementation have been integrated as connectors to create a seamless transition between the three different approaches - into one entity, ONE method.
The A for adaption is the summary of the three and sets forward the framework for how the Master Content Plan Guideline is structured and understood. It is with purpose that the combination have become
the latter. It is easy to understand, easy to apply and easy to steer into logic conclusions.
The method is applied and described how to be used, in what specific setting it is used and where
each - or all three collectively - are used to maximize results. NUDA, as A Network of Knowledge, have
for ten years been involved in several projects; programmed a wide specter of conferences, seminars,
academies and workshops where different perspectives have been presented by particpants, keynotes
and lectureres.
From each of these activities, NUDA have assessed the outcome to capture the essence of each method used for the specific of topics handled. This process have established a coordination ability for organizing methods for specific purposes. The adaption of methods is the result of years of assessment
and analysis of various methodologies in urban design and planning, regional planning and branding
processes and tourism and economy.
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Methods and theories
REGIONAL AND
WATERFRONT
Two NUDA reports where methods
and theories have been developed for
Regional planning and for Waterfront
development.
www.nuda.no

Organizing skills are well underestimated. A project such as the Parcul Etnografic Museum did not come
with a clear brief and ambition of becoming, or doing, more than just restore the two churches. Failing
to see the opportunities and values in a wider context, and within the same budget, is related to lack of
understanding and acknowledging the museum as much more than just a spot on the Cluj-Napoca city
map.
Finding the opportunities and turning them into a project requires the insights from various projects and
the skills to extract an application value that serves a wider purpose. In this case, increasing attraction
and value is obvious something needed.
This is why it´s called the Power of Adaption.
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1

MPTA
M for METHOD

2

MPTA
P for PROCESS

3
67

4

MPTA
T for THEORIES

MPTA
A for ADAPTION

=

1DIVE

2PLACEMAKING

4POWER OF
ADAPTION

3COMPETITIVE
IDENTITY
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3.2

OBSERVATION

THE BASIS FOR
NEW IDEAS

sidered relevant - which becomes the most relevant - of all details.
It is about visual consumption, capturing the environment through
the paste of speed by walking, cycling or by car. It is to some extend
possible to observe and consume the essence of place through
research if certain methodology is used, however, being inside the
place provides more dimensions to the observation. During the four
meetings in Cluj-Napoca, the city have been scanned by the experts from all possible angles. The region has been experienced
several times by car and villages have been visited to get a sense
of authenticity. The further into the project, Cluj-Napoca have grown
as a city of opportunities, and the Parcul Etnographic Museum have
displayed a hidden opportunity to become much more than what it
is today. Connecting the Hoia Forest to the project and competition
after the fourth meeting has widen the potentials for how to sustain
the project further through an international competition.
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Mr. Placemaking
FRED KENT
Fred Kent is the founder and president
of the NGO Project for Public Spaces.
The organization is dedicated to creating public places that foster communities. He studied with Margaret Mead
and worked with William H. Whyte on
the “Street Life Project,” assisting in observations and film analysis of corporate
plazas, urban streets, parks, and other
open spaces in New York City.
www.pps.org

Observations are the basis of new ideas. The preliminary process of
research and feedback from the first meeting in Cluj-Napoca, gave
good starting points for the process of developing a specific method
(The NUDA MPTA Method) tailored for this project, however, the
second meeting in Cluj-Napoca provided the essential information
needed to structure the method and ideas for the preparations of
a master plan. Understanding the history of the park (pt. 2.2), is
imparative to able a starting point for both observation and analysis.
To observe city life, one require a dedicated eye and all senses
needs to be available. It might be the details not immediately con-

The second meeting in Cluj-Napoca provided a clear understanding
of the city, the adjacent area to the museum, the logistics, accessibility, challenges, obstacles, opportunities and the museums relationship to the urban structure embracing the Parcul Etnographic
Museum. Walking from the old city centre, through narrow streets,
busy roads, over bridges, alongside water-banks, through parks
and botanic gardens, breathing the air and consuming the architectural history of Cluj-Napoca - sets the foundation for all new ideas
and concepts to be developed. It also sets the platform for how the
site analysis was conducted, how the city was perceived as urban
entity and how it´s relationship to the museum was aligned.
One of the most important observations done, was the transition of
public use and peoples interaction with the city. As further the walk
took the experts from the old city centre towards the Parcul Etnographic Museum, the less people where observed. This generates a
crucial concern which needs to be addressed as part of the strategy
to increase attention and accessibility of the museum. The observations done played the ideas and structured the presentation for the
workshop 29th June displayed.
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Cluj-Napoca
THE HOIA FOREST
The added 27 hectars of forest adjacent
to the Parcul Etnografic Museum is an
interesting addition to be included as
part of the competition (5.0). There are
stories told about the forest that can
make hair on skin creep. It is a great addition as i provides an extended area to
the existing museum, and it also identifies a true ambition for the future of the
project. It creates some immense brain
activity producing a wealth of new ideas
to pursue.

Project borders
THE CITY LIMITS
FOR THE PROJECT

1

THE WALK
A slow TRAVEL OF EXPRESSIONS

Expanding the project required an expansion of the focus area. To understand the city as basis for the analysis,
strategies and creation of Master Content Plan, the city as whole needs to be
taken into consideration. NUDA have
widen the border limits of the project
to include the red lined borders framing the inner city of Cluj-Napcoa. It
establishes the parameters for NUDA
work within related to analysis and also
to better link the museum with the city:
Connecting the City.

Walking is the most powerful tool for experiences. Aside the pleasant environmental friendly speed, it is accessible for everyone and
provides a tactile experience of the surrounding fabric not possible
to achieve by car, less by bicycle or other means of transportation.
The observations started with a walk from the Old Town in Cluj, providing an historical backcloth essential for understanding the layout
of the city. It is interesting to view the architectural history of ClujNapoca, mixed with salient buildings from the renaissance, baroque
and gothic - with variety quality infill of mid-century styled architecture mixed with more contemporary structures such as apartment
buildings, the new Cluj Arena from 2011 and office buildings mainly
built after 2000.
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Within a circle of 1.5 - 2 km from the Old Town, Cluj have several parks such as Parcul Central Simion Bărnuțiu, Mikó-kert, Parcul Feroviarilor, Cetatuia Park, Parcul Babeş, Parcul Rozelor, Parcul
Colina, Parcul Iuliu Prodan and more creating a belt of green urban
pockets for recreation and activity.
These parks are small (and some rather large for a city park) destinations in the city. Walking in the Parcul Central Simion Bărnuțiu was
a great experience, not only because of the beautiful and practical
layout of the park, however mostly because the experience was
done together with other people in great numbers using the park.
None of the parks was empty for people, something which was not
a typical scene few years ago.
Crossing the Canalul Someşul Mic entering the Strada General Eremia Grigorescu was an interesting transition between styles and
functionality. The architecture of the street followed a historical timeline of high end villas until turning into the Strada Tălestura Turcului.
On top of the Strada Tălestura Turcului, before it breaks downhill
towards the technological area, the entrance of Parcul Etnographic
“Romolus Vuia” invites you into the museum.
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THE EXPERIENCE
OF the WALK

NUDA believe that the experience of a certain destinations, in this
case the Parcul Etnografic Museum, starts with the travel towards
the destination.

“The house is as good as your doorstep”: a statement very true.
Parcul Etnografic Museum peaks on top of a ridge dividing the city
in two. It welcomes to a gated community.

The Walk is such a travel and should be prepared as part of the total
experience one hope the final destination will provide.

As an entrance it is clearly visualizing the fact that Parcul Etnografic
Museum is a museum, not a village, as many like to think it is. Arriving the Parcul Etnografic Museum was a good experience. Though
the gates are high, wide, and in closed position seems untouchable
- there is a mysterious sense of presence embracing the gate. It is
inviting.

A walk is available for everyone, it is environmental friendly, cost effective and provides the ability for easy access to everything. Parcul
Etnografic Museum is part of Cluj-Napoca and a vital part of its
heritage. Related to that, part of the strategy for the museum should
include a destination walk starting from various points in the city.
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THE ARRIVAL
ENTERING the OPEN AIR MUSEUM

As NUDAs experts walked from the old city centre, a historical relationship to the surroundings was established in the duration of the
walk. With reference to the observations, the 45 minute walk was
a transition of different moods, different areas, different activity and
recreational areas such as the Parcul Central Simion Bărnuțiu, a
beautiful park used by the local people.

Entering the open gates, one can not avoid the sense of stepping
back several centuries. Which is a good feel regarding the Parcul Etnografic Museum´s authenticity. A long dirt track, uneven with deep
water drains on both sides, peaks ahead through a dense alignment
of wooden buildings such as small watermills, corn-mills and other
small farmer buildings which are placed densely in the very beginning of the entrance. The space opens up before the first church
becomes visual on the open field.

Time is of essence for people when taking themselves from point
A to B, and if one choose to walk 45 minutes from the old town,
something has to happen on the way which can contribute to:

The arrival after a long walk met some of the expectations, however,
potentials for uplift, improved structure and signage is due for new
concepts to be implemented.

1)

A NICE EXPERIENCE

2)

REDUCE THE MENTAL PERCEPTION OF TIME

3)

SECURE THAT PEOPLE STILL FEEL AT EASE WHEN
ARRIVING THE MUSEUM ENTRANCE

If car, bus or other transportation elements are chosen, experiences
has to be strategically adapted to each specific situation. However,
all strategies established for the Parcul Etnografic Museum should
include no-car use strategies to empower further use of the city and
its attractions.
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Crossing the Somes River
photo by Agora Travel

Entrance
photo by NUDA

Parcul Central Simion Bărnuțiu
phot by Panoramio

Parcul Etnografic park landscape
photo by Adina Moldan
Infront of the Petrindu Church
photo by Adina Moldan

3.3

THE ANALYSIS

UNDERSTANDING THE
PLACE IN FOUR VIEWS

seum to be able to reach full potential as a destination of value and
interest.

1

Isolating the analysis only to the Parcul Etnografic Museum area, addressing the issues within the fenced frame, various issues appear
as crucial to address. After the second meeting, NUDAs experts
combined the results of the site visit with previous desk-research
and pin-pointed four key areas which should be primer focus as
first stage to develop some initial ideas for future development. The
analysis was brought further into PIR3:
THE CHURCHES: and how each of the objects have been aligned
according to open space and surrounding buildings has been important to understand. Looking at the churches as objectives, they
are not embraced with a good landscape design, and very much
sits “alone” as objects in space.
THE ACCESSIBILITY: though the arrival sets some expectations,
accessibility is not only about the internal access point. It is as much
related to accessibility from the city and the outer city borders. To
maximize flow, activity and internal logistics, accessibility has to be
improved and strategically communicated as options for visitors.

Analysis is the process of breaking a complex topic or substance
into smaller parts in order to gain a better understanding of it.

THE INTERNAL LOGISTICS: is the most crucial element to improve. It determines the success rate of how people use the park
- museum, and how the museum strategically decides how the flow
of people should be according to a fixed program or event(s).

In order to fully understand Parcul Etnografic Museum, NUDAs
experts conducted an overall analysis of the site, however, more
important, a combined analysis of the site in accordance with the
walk, the experience, the arrival and how the project sits in its relationship with the city, the region and international was also done and
later fitted into the strategic ideas defining the final guideline.
Though the objective is restoration of the two churches and paintings, a more complex picture embrace the Parcul Etnografic Mu-

THE NATURAL ZONING: zoning is natural to take into consideration. It can be very helpful in how to accommodate activities and
also differentiate activities in such a concept. As the park - museum
is a constructed area where buildings have been placed according
to an idea, rather than an overall site plan, the zoning can be helpful
in the creation of a map for the museum. It can also be a guideline,
strategically, as part of the Master Content Plan which helps prioritizing the different development phases.
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no. 1
Cizer Church
photo by Adina Moldan
no. 2
Petrindu Church
photo by Adina Moldan
see placement next page
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1

VIEW 1
THE alignement OF CHURCHES

2

VIEW 2
THE existing ACCESS POINTS

3

3
1
2
2

1
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Immediate orientation of where the churches are situated is important for the people visiting the open air museum. The alignment of
the churches provide good overview, except for the third church,
hidden in the woods.

no. 1
Cizer Church
photo by Adina Moldan
no. 2
Petrindu Church
photo by Adina Moldan

Access-points are key factors for how the area will be developed
further, and what potentials each of the entry points provides. The
entry on the north side is relevant for administrative purposes and
the southern entry towards the witch forest provides for opportunities.

no. 1
Main entrance
gated
no. 2
Secondary entrance towards Hoia forest
gated
no. 2
Alternative entrance towards industrial
area
gated

3

VIEW 3
THE importance OF LOGISTICS

4

VIEW 4
BUILDING on NATURAL ZONING

3

4

2a
3

1

2

1

2
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Well planned infrastructure provides the necessity for good logistics
which can enhance the experience of place. Easy movement and
clear sights and connections generates good internal mobility, all
which should be well aligned with the buildings - and churches.

no. 1
Main infrastructure
for car use accessing the area
no. 2/2a
Secondary infrastructure
preferring walk, not car
no. 3
Potential extension

The outline of the museum already defines a natural zoning which
should be of great potential using regarding the development of the
master plan.

no. 1
Entry point
open and accessible
no. 2/2a
The Village area
dense and a sense of structure
no. 3
The farms
enclosed on top of ridge
no. 4
Lost case
hidden potential

3.4

THE EVOLVING IDEAS

CREATING A DIRECTION
OF THOUGHTS

In a popular sense, an idea arises in a reflexive, spontaneous manner, even without thinking or serious
reflection, for example, when we talk about the idea of a person or a place.
The evolving ideas creating a direction of thoughts has been reflexive results of the analysis conducted
together with the desk-research. Places like Parcul Etnografic Museum are the source of immediate
ideas, and hence to that a delight to work with as concept and starting point for new thoughts.
Some of the evolving ideas arise from the understanding of how and what Parcul Etnografic Museum is
about, and should be about. Looking behind the current situation of the museum being a static place
without high activity rate, constrained economy, heritage restrictions (policies), politics and more, it has
to be taken into consideration planning next step of development. However, in this context where concerns are related to administrative elements; ideas have the beauty of being - ideas. The churches
being the objectives of main concern in the project, does not set the paradigm for how the ideas about
Parcul Etnografic Museum should be evolved into something bigger. Architecture is by definition a collaborative process between space, people and building. And should therefore be the basis of how ideas
for future development should be conducted.
NUDAs experts base their ideas on a combination of experience from similar projects, experience drawn
from partners and the undertaken analysis presented in the report. It might break with the initial project
directives, and it might even be the object of rejection during the process. However, as part of the partner
role, landscaping is one of the areas the NUDA experts will advice on - and in that context, the ideas
embrace the landscape as starting point.
And builds on that.
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“

Architecture is by definition a very
collaborative process.
Joshua Prince-Ramus

Objects in space
A COLLABORATIVE
PROCESS
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The churches are more than objects
in space. It is an invitation to use and
should seek to become a collaborative
process between building, or object, and
people as visualized in the picture to the
far left. The picture above illustrates
the opposite of a collaborative process.
The Carpathian mountains is filled with
buildings situated as single objects in
place - without any connection. A very
different situation from Havråtunet in
Osterøy.
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3.5

CONTENT PROGRAMMING

BRINGING THE
PARCUL ETNOGRAFIC PARK
TO LIFE
An important part of NUDAs work throughout the years have been the focus on content planning. A brief
outlook at most planning in current cities, destinations, urban areas, districts and more, lack the most
important aspect of a project: content.
By content, NUDA define the core of a project which is carried by a business plan and strategy, economical plan and sustainable projections of value increasing measures. Experience has left an understanding
of content being divided into different elements, or more likely, differentiated to the degree of not having
any relationship at all though being part of the same project. An example of this is an urban district redeveloped. The development usually being architectural driven, in many cases through fantastic design and
advanced engineering creating a new element in the urban structure. The architects are usually dominant
and are hence to this focused on the creation of a new statement. In many such projects the experience is two-sided. Architecture is designed, built and developed, and in most cases financed through
pre-rental agreements or sales. However, no content are provided such projects - in most cases, though
most large developments have prioritized two first floors to commercial activities. By content meaning;
the creation of a content program that provides the core of creating a sustainable destination, attracting
people to use or providing the architecture more than just the physical aspect to the urban structure.
Actually providing additional value to the urban structure which also can generate additional value to the
adjacent buildings and businesses. The Value Synergies.
In relations to the Parcul Etnografic Museum, content needs to be planned into the future development.
As a scenario Cluj 2025 (6.1), similar scenario Parcul Etnografic Museum 2025 should be drafted. NUDAs assessment of Parcul Etnografic Museum concludes that it is static with limited activities and not
enough content to become the strong attraction it potentially can be. It needs to become more dynamic
through a sustainable content program linked directly to the masterplan.
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“

Content is everything. Without content
there is no way value can be generated.
Håkon Iversen

3.6

THOUGHTS FOR FOOD

CONCEPTS IN
THE WORKS

The ideas put forward in this report kick-starts the process, combined with content (3.5), of becoming
strong concepts in the next phase of the project. It is important to realize the fact that ideas are loose
entities enabling a potential outlook for future prospects. Ideas touch on immediate thoughts reflected.
Concepts are nurtured on these thoughts and ideas and manifested into concrete measures.
The following ten paragraphs display suggests how to bring further ideas into concrete concepts, which
also directly related to the content programming and scenario method:

“

A concept is the extension of an idea, and a powerful tool
transforming both perceptions about current situation and
hopes for new measures to be reached.
Håkon Iversen
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New Administration
Center
The museum is in need of an administration center that can cater for the daily activities and maintenance,
and employees. It is also an important center for archives, tests, clinical restoration projects and location
for future seminars, conferences, workshops and more.

A Museum show center for educational
purposes and information
Every open air museums should have a museum show center for educational and communications
purposes. Such a building provides the visitor insight in history, information and opportunities to become
more familiar with the history of the museum. It also becomes an important meeting place where people
come together.

Activities that relate to historical values
and heritage customs
All activities planned as part of the content programming should have direct references to the historical
values represented by the museum. It should be relevant for the museum and innovative for the visitor
to be part of.
Events and concerts that is organized with contents
relevant to the village structure
The strength of an open air museum is the space available. Similar to weddings and baptising currently
taking place, added events such as concerts, childs events, food markets and more should be developed as part of the content programming bringing the museum to life.
Enhancement of landscape uplifting the
churches as important objects
The key objectives are the churches, and in relations to that, the landscape design should be undertaken
in a way that reflects historical values and embraces the architecture of churches.
Accommodating landscape and infrastructure
for people use
Ease of movement and accessibility is key factors the museum needs to accommodate visitors. Effective
landscaping can contribute to this.
Activities and events directly attached to buildings
Use the buildings actively and make sure that all activities and events attached to the physical structures
have a relevance to the structures. Only then authenticity can be achieved.
Lighting as part of the masterplan
Economy dictate development as much as existing policies, and immediate investments in light which
have the power of enhancing buildings, space and paths are strong and effective resources to quick
results.
Signage and directional information
As part of The Walk and experience, signage is absent. This is crucial, and should become a number
one priority to achieve.
Taking the museum into the digital age meeting the people where they are
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1
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IDEA 1
THE activity HUBS

IDEA 2
THE new CENTER CORE

3

1

4

2

1
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Activity hubs needs to be established and generated well connected to the internal logistics and infrastructure.

no. 1
Cizer Church with new landscape
design embracing the church
use the existing landscape
no. 2
The heart of the museum which should
accommodate for new stage and landscape design embracing the church
connect with village
no. 3
New Adminastrive center
no. 4
Outdoor activity area

The center core already exists and should be developed stronger as
“museum square” for main activities and events.

no. 1
This is already a center core with the
small “roundabout” splitting the infrastructure. In the center a small pavilion
is situated. This should be nurtured further in development as part of a wider
landscape design exercise. A natural
place to establish the heart of the museum.
connects well with existing
infrastructure

3

4

IDEA 3
THE internal LOGISTICS

IDEA 4
DOING some DESIGN

3

4

1

1

1

1
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A network of new internal
movements attached to activity
hubs should be developed as
part of the masterplan, increasing mobility, value and interest
for the museum as a dynamic
park of knowledge.

no. 1 - 4
Connected infrastructure
use the existing landscape
yellow lines
Walkable suggestions to connect each
potential area
connecting the village

right side
Example of design
use the existing landscape

Bringing landscape design in
as key elements to enhance
activity hubs, strengthen infrastructure and create powerful
places for people to use, interact and become engaged.

THE BLACK DIAMOND

4

PIR THREE

TOWARDS A MASTER
CONTENT PLAN

4.0

The process of taking a master plan model towards a master content plan is
not without risk. It proceeds a traditional approach towards a wider area plan
and how to plan it with conventional methods and tools. The Master Content
Plan introduces a 3 dimensional element to the traditional Master Plan which
is not introduced as visual elements - more as programmed content of activities, events and things that attracts people.

The project has during the first half of 2015 been revolving around uncertainty and delays related to the
restorations. During this time it has become obvious that no consideration was taken regarding a total
plan for revitalizing the outdoor museum.
As the project has evolved during the two first periods and visits to Cluj-Napoca, it became more and
more clear that a Master Plan for the Parcul Etnografic Museum was necessary to develop. NUDAs
analysis done in period two of the project outlined some critical issues which was clear indications of a
lack of a plan. As the museum is situated on the outskirts of the city and not a natural place to access,
the challenge for the open air museum is about sustaining its own survival, economy and maintain attraction for people to visit. As the layout of the museum seems by first glance to be a random placement of buildings in the rolling landscape, a coherent connection between the buildings is unclear. This
becomes very clear when the stories around each small “settlement” is told.
Though a rather clear infrastructure of main movement veins is present, there is not a clear path system
connecting the buildings together (just bearly suggested in 3.6 as part of the overall ideas proposed),
which should have been a priority for the museum to establish in an early stage.
Preparing the master plan was described in the technical report for period 2 where NUDA introduced
the 1+1+1+1 Method (MPTA) has been the core starting point for evolving the idea of a master plan into
a master content plan.
There is a big difference between the two.
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A master plan is equally important as a master content plan, however, for such a concept as the open
air museum, it has become clear that a 2D master plan only visualizing the site opportunities would not
suffice for further development.
As NUDA focus on much more than only the physicality of the site, its structures and landscape - content
is clearly the mission to reach. By content a wider range of essentials are brought to the table which gives
the 2D master plan a 3D feel of experience.
Tourism, attraction, storytelling, people are keywords in the content plan, and provides a proposition for
how to give the museum an increased value. It is about making the open air museum attractive first of
all for the local citizens, then for the regional, national and international market. In many ways a Master
Content Plan combines the traditional Master Plan with a Content Program that creates a predictable
outline for future programming. It is also about bringing opportunities to the table as visual indicators of
what the museum needs to embrace of concepts to reach its potential.
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4.1

BREAKING DOWN THE MPTA

APPLYING THE METHOD
TO THE PROJECT
MASTER CONTENT
PLAN (MCP)

The 1+1+1+1 Method developed by NUDA in period two for the purpose of creating a sound platform
for master planning, provides elements of critical factors to be implemented. As the MPTA is a fusion
of three different approaches and re-organized by NUDA as a fourth element, it sets the essentials for
content planning.
Applying the method to the project is already been stated through various indicators. One of these is
capturing the essential methodology from DIVE into the manifest of a master content plan for the museum. By breaking down the MPTA NUDA will use the necessary elements from each method to fit the
needs for the new Master Content Plan. Related to DIVE, each of the four keywords Describe, Interpret, Valuate and Enable becomes core elements for achieving the correct plan.
The methodology behind Placemaking is broad and needs to be adapted directly to the needs which is
discovered. Whereas placemaking is the process of putting people in the centre of attention, and creating places that people use, it is obvious that the elements deriving from here is essential as core for content. Keywords as urban equity, architecture & design, smart growth, local food systems, transportation
and land use, historic preservation, local economy and community engagement draws the headlines for
how the content will be programmed.
The neglected part of branding has elevated into great importance. One of the core failures of the Museum is the lack of a strategy that embraces the opportunities of creating a strong brand of the open air
museum. In all potential communications and marketing of the the museum, the brand needs to be set
into the forefront of planning. As the world is one market, it is equally same for the local market.
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Cluj-Napoca needs to attract audience and people to use the museum on daily and weekly basis. If this
is not achieved, it will become difficult to market its full potential on a regional and later on an national and
international stage. Embracing a local community engagement should be constituted early and organized as a vital part of the local museum program.
It needs a change of mentality and new direction. Open mind and innovative thoughts are needed to
become a player on the competitive market.

1DIVE

2PLACEMAKING

4POWER OF
ADAPTION

3COMPETITIVE
IDENTITY
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4.2

PREPARING CONCEPTS

MOVING CONCEPTS INTO
CONTENT STRATEGIES

In NUDAs Observation chapter; A basis for new ideas, the emerging of new concepts was spurred. The
museum is rather poor on new concepts that can bring the museum to life. Developing new concepts
towards content strategy is a difficult task and offers a set of challenges that needs to be addressed.
One of these challenges is the sustainability factor of new concepts. It is vital to establish concepts that
can sustain it self both economically and as activities with flexibility for quick changes, and adaption for
programs that can provide a 365 degree activity plan. As example, four different concepts is suggested
as ideas; each of these concepts needs to be sustained as separate entities, however, connected in a
way that the four aligned (synergies from each other) will generate more economy and attraction then
only by itself.
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2
3
4

Every year when the university starts up, the Faculty of Architecture
lectures one week in traditional Romanian architecture and building
techniques. The first year students spend their time on site in the
park building small structures.

The New Museum information center exhibit a permanent exhibition about traditional construction methods and how the churches
and houses in the park was built. Frequent lectures are held in the
conference center about this topic for the general public, students,
children etc.

The students of architecture exhibit their building projects after
the one week on site workshop. The exhibition is a combination
of graphic work inside the exhibition center and open-air exhibition
where their small buildings are exhibited and open for public to see.

The Parcul Etnographic Museum develop a program in partnership
with the university where they invite the public to attend two one
week workshops every six months doing the same project as the
students did as desbribed in example 1 above. This is to sustain
the skills and competence connected to traditional crafts methods
which provides the permanent exhibition in concept two a practical
side. And, it is relevant to the intentions of the museum.

Each of the mentioned concepts can be activated as isolated activities and are not necessarily connected together. However, for the
purpose of creating a 365 degree activity, the four concepts are
connected together as one event which becomes a yearly event in
the park:

POWER OF
ADAPTION

		
		Here we apply MPTAs P for Process where
		
Placemaking play a significant role.

DIVE

PLACEMAKING

PLACEMAKING

MUSEUM
MASTER CONTENT
PLAN

With this as basis for preparing new concepts, the leadership will
have to be very precise in what they want to achieve, and what they
want to establish of concepts that can strengthen the whole museum as destination and at the same time become single attractions
for specific targeted audience. It is about redefining the identity of
the museum and make it competitive:

		
		

COMPETITIVE
IDENTITY

Here we apply MPTAs T for Theories where
Competitive Identity strategies are used.

NUDA have defined the Parcul Etnografic Museum as A Destination
for Knowledge where the Parcul Etnografic Museum invites to share
new knowledge wrapped inside history and heritage items. One of
the observations done was related to the connection the museum
has to the city centre. Being situated on the off-skirts of the city, it
is obvious that a crucial part of new concepts should be linked to
how to get there. Other concepts should be developed in close
relationship to the arrival. Entering the open air museum should not
be a poor experience. The quote: “The house is as good as the
doorstep” sets the frame for what and how the museum should
manifest an experience entering the museum. Preparing concepts
should directly be connected to the churches, accessibility onsite,
internal logistics and defined in relations to the observed four natural
zoning areas:

		
Here we apply MPTAs M for Methods where
		
DIVE contributes with several excellent
		approaches.

COMPETITIVE
IDENTITY

MPTA

cess deriving in a content plan.” The ongoing restoration of
churches and paintings manifests this where the restoration of the
two churches have successfully resulted as a schoolbook of crafts
methods.
The excellent work of romanian crafts people has become visual
through the restoration of the two churches. During the process of
the project; reports and presentations has been done describing the
potentials of the Ethnographic open air museum. Though potentials are valid to pursue and develop strategies around, nothing can
compare with the physicality of a project. The beauty of the churches, the paintings and the preservation of them is the core of the
project, and it has been delightful to witness the slow, however firm
and qualified restoration process. A master content plan is regardless good plans and strategies, of no value, if the physical presence
is absent and don’t represent the strategies in its physical form.

DIVE

The Parcul Etnografic Museum invites to share new knowledge
wrapped inside history and heritage items. It is a powerful place
with unleashed potentials of becoming one of the major destinations
in Cluj-Napoca.

The Master Content Plan is about bringing the museum - the village - to life. Implementing strategies will turn the museum into a
vital part of the city and create a strong destination for the future.
Both churches have been restored according to the project program. However, they still stand as objects in space. It is not about
the buildings. It is about how the buildings together communicates
place between and invites people to use space.

“A master content plan is about - content - and also the pro-

That is where the 1+1+1+1 Method Power of Adaption becomes
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Pictures on both pages from PIR2 and
PIR3 site visits and meetings.
photo by project team

essential as part of the guideline for developing a Master Content
Plan of Value, referring to the mentioned concept examples. Bringing the village - NUDA defines the open air museum as a village for
the purpose of rightfully adapt specific ideas and methods - to life
is a long and difficult process which needs to be done step by step
according to a fixed strategy.
The challenges in Cluj-Napoca related to the Parcul Etnografic Museum is directly related to the bureaucratic processes within government, heritage and municipality of Cluj-Napoca. There is little doubt
that the potentials of the Ethnographic museum can be shuffled into
ruins after the EEA funded project has finalized its project in August
2016. There has been, as a majority, a reluctance to see the open air
museum as a vital part of the city development, and especially how
much it is related to tourism strategies that includes both local and
regional programs. Bringing the village to life starts with the ideas,
writing strategies for how the museum will meet the future after the
EEA project has ended. Economy, further funding, further development depends on commitment and further engagement with the
open museum Master Content Plan Guidelines.
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As the workshops during the project has been outlined, NUDA have
been very precise in what factors are necessary to focus on for future achievement. NUDAs role is of no physical character, meaning
NUDA will not deliver any plans as landscape plans, site plans, light
plans etc, and therefore the power of ideas in the Master Content
Plan will have to try to manifest a potential commitment to further
follow and develop the strategies laid ahead by NUDA.
NUDAs aim with the Master Content Plan in August 2016 is to visualize and motivate further commitment and see the strategies being
implemented through the proposed international competition (see
chapter 5, PIR4). The finalized restoration of both churches externally and indoor paintings is not enough to attract people. And, people are the key factor for success and for brining the village to life.
As NUDAs core strategies focus around peoples activities and

mainly low cost activities that can be immediate successes, commitment should be of no concern to achieve. The strategies and
ideas talked about and presented believe in the power of adaptation
and it believes in the force of peoples commitment and engagement. The Parcul Etnografic Museum have to develop narratives
that are believable for people, and easy for politicians, public servants, municipality and county council to understand.
Another aspect is the realization of Cluj-Napoca as a potential European Cultural City in 2021. If Cluj-Napoca should be selected as the
European Cultural Captial in 2021, the museum and international
competition should be an integral part of the program.
If projects such as the open air museum don ́t develop into strong
brands and attractions providing the “world” with romanian culture
heritage structured as a village - it will be difficult to sell Cluj-Napoca
as a culture city. It will not be believable.
The process has through the first three periods escalated in ideas
and possibilities for how to lift the museum into one of the main
Transylvanian destinations. The Gateway to Transylvania. One of
the critical changes NUDA have done is turning the focus from a traditional Master Plan idea towards a Master Content Plan Guideline
for how to bring the village to life.

“

Because, regardless all initiatives and
strategies proposed; it´s still about people. We need to have that in mind at all
time during the process.
Håkon Iversen
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4.3

THE QUESTIONS WE NEED TO ASK

IN A MASTER CONTENT
PLAN GUIDELINE

Questions
NO QUESTIONS ARE
DUMB
The process has been about questions.
Not having a clear brief on the table
about wanted aim, direction or ambitions; the questions has centered around
some core issues. They have manifested
in a core directive for how the project
has escalated for NUDA.

Maybe the most important guideline done in Cluj-Napoca related to destination tourism, city development, open air museum concepts and value creating indicators for attracting people to use, see and
experience romanian culture in a modern context close hand.

“

Tell a story that is believable and roots in something that is
familiar, exiting and brings knowledge to new levels; people
will listen. And people will come

1

WHAT
DO we HAVE
THE PAINTINGS

THE VILLAGE

A POTENTIAL

Håkon Iversen

It is magical how people attract other people to a place through stories told and visualized. How can
stories be a vital part of strategies for future development? The power of good stories DO attract. It attracts attention. It becomes objects of interest and it can be a strong force for attracting people to a
place. The references such as Bryggen in Bergen and Hamar open air museum are excellent examples
of storytellers. The combination of physicality (buildings and structures) and stories told by people related
to activities or architecture or landscape captivates.
The Parcul Etnografic Museum needs to become that storyteller.
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WHAT DO
WE HAVE

WHAT DO
WE WANT

WHAT IS
THE CONTENT
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HOW DO WE
GET THERE

Being the core of the project,
the restoration of the paintings
need to become a vital part
of the storytelling and be embraced.
WHAT DO
WE HAVE

Unleashed potentials for bringing the village to life is the essentials of NUDAs overall
strategies and plans for future
growth and development of the
open air museum.

Bringing people to the museum is above everything else
the most important factor to
achieve. It will grow economy,
activities and establish the
open air museum as a destination of value.

2

3

WHAT
DO we WANT
HERITAGE
BEAUTY

ACTIVITIES

SUSTAINABILITY

WHAT
IS the CONTENT
NEW BUILDINGS

EVENTS &
ACTIVITIES

DEDICATION
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WHAT DO
WE WANT

The aim is to advance the
beauty of already existing heritage items, both internal and
external, through high quality
restoration. It manifests a care
for heritage and pays homage
to romanian craftmanship.

One of the most important
strategies that needs to filled
with content is activities. The
open air museum needs to
breath activities 365 days a
year and activities needs to be
relevant to the museum, establishing new knowledge.

The primer aim is to make the
Ethnographic Open Air Museum an independent economic
entity that can sustain it ́s own
survival, activity and content.
Without this it will be almost impossible to create a destination
for the future.

WHAT IS
THE CONTENT

New buildings will be the starting point for manifesting a truly
innovative content. The Master Content Plan have aligned
a proposed placement of the
buildings. The competition will
bring them to life.

The content is about people.
People attract other people
and great programs, events,
activities linked to functional
and beautiful buildings attract
people to use them.

Dedication is the most valuable
of all assets. The dedication
from all the craftsmen during
the process; restoring both external and internal of churches
has been impressive. Such
dedication is also needed for
the future process.

MASTER CONTENT
PLAN (MCP)

4

HOW
DO we GET THERE
DIRECTION

COMMITMENT

PEOPLE
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HOW DO WE
GET THERE

Without a direction the project
will stumble and not be able to
direct itself into a positive development. The Master Content Plan is a direction towards
the Next Big Thing which will
become a core attraction in
Cluj-Napoca.
The EEA funded project needs
to find a committed partner

after August 2016 to pursue
further development and implementation of the Master Content Plan and proposed International Competition.
Without dedicated people
from the local community and
Ethnographic Museum taking
ownership of the project - it will
fail. It is paramount that people

become involved and find a
place in the future development
of the open air museum. It will
not develop by itself.

WHAT DO WE
HAVE

WHAT DO WE
WANT

HOW DO WE
GET THERE

WHAT IS THE
CONTENT
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4.4

PREPARING THE

MASTER CONTENT PLAN
GUIDELINE
Follow the plan and keep to the limited frames of the plan, and the project will succeed. The magnitude
of success is not discussed in NUDAs Master Content Plan guideline. It is because of its un-predictability
and levels of how success is measured. The mentioned four points What do we have, what do we
want, what is the content and how do we get there are tentative indicators of how and what to pursue. The CONTENT is defined, but not created as it requires a structural planning and outline of opportunities by the Etnografic Museum. They are the content owner. The Master Content Plan establish
the frame for programming, which will be done during the implementation phase of the Master Content
Plan; the structure development of the international competition brief.

rectly. If the citizens of Cluj-Napoca do not have an ownership to
the museum park and the activities, or being able to influence the
content, it will be nearly impossible to market and create value to
attract a wider regional, national and international market. Hence
to this COMMUNICATION needs to start locally for the purpose of
creating commitment for future development (2.3).

PRIORITY
LOCALLY - THEN GLOBALLY
As described in (2.3) communication is about creating ownership to the project, and
ownership to the Parcul Etnografic Museum. This ownership needs to be created locally in Cluj-Napoca. The time capsule below illustrates the priority of progress. It is
essential that this is followed and pursued if success is to be reached.

“

NUDAs MASTER CONTENT PLAN Guideline sets the
frame for how to achieve the goals for becoming a
destination of value and attraction.
Håkon Iversen

Five steps towards a destination program and strategy for implementation glues the whole process of
the EEA funded project together. In this phase, communication is crucial and needs to be done cor-

CLUJ-NAPOCA
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CLUJ-NAPOCA

+

REGIONAL

+

NATIONAL

+

INTERNATIONAL

REGIONAL

NATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL
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1

CLUJ-NAPOCA
THE local OWNERSHIP
Local ownership is based on accessibility. Also how attractive the program is throughout the year. A
global market is easier to approach with events, activities, programs as it is not consistent. Consistent
in the way that international visitors are not invited to become frequent users of a place. Programs can
than become more flexible and event based, or seasonal.
It is different with the locals.
Local citizens offered something new are more critical and more demanding. The Parcul Etnografic Museum will become object for massive response if the content of the museum is not as promised, or lives
up to qualities projected in a 365 degree program. Becoming a frequent user of the Parcul Etnografic
Museum park requires dedication from the leadership. It requires a dedicated program and high degree
of variety. Some activities will be object for flexibility, others not.

2

1

In 3.2, The Basis for New Ideas, walkability and experience was discussed. It is mistakably to often neglecting local interest for good experience. As the museum is located on the outskirts of the city, though
within a 5km range from the city centre, it is mentally experienced as distant. Hence to this there is a
natural reluctance to walk from the city to the museum. At this point the use of car or public transportation is not taken into the discussion. If the program and activities on top of distance is not optimal, it will
be difficult for the museum to attract the locals to use the museum on frequent basis. The two have to
match and become an optimal entity. All efforts of the future programming and application of the Master
Content Plan needs to prioritize Cluj-Napoca first. Establish at trustworthy relationship that inspires use.
When the citizens feels an ownership to a place, they will become the ambassadors and marketing the
regional, national and international domain will become easier.
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Walkability
REDUCE THE MENTAL
DISTANCE
The distance between the city centre
and Parcul Etnografic Museum is within
a 5 km distance. It feels much more because of the topographic layout. Strategies needs to be established to reduce
the mental distance and create a stronger connection to the city centre.

2

EXTERNAL MARKET
THE gateway TO TRANSYLVANIA
The city is well connected and provide several access-points in to the city centre. Strategically this
should be investigated further as part of a wider accessibility plan with the purpose of exposing the
Parcul Etnografic Museum further. However, in such a wide strategy, it is natural to combine efforts with
a wider city plan to improve mobility. Cluj-Napoca is not a walkable friendly city and should address that
as future opportunities to pursue. Becoming a walkable friendly city is highly regarded in international city
planning strategies, and will become a vital part of the New Urban Agenda from UN Habitat. The Master
Content Plan will not provide any suggestions for strategies related to this section. Only make a remark
stating it is of importance for the project and future process.

PRIORITY
LOCALLY - THEN GLOBALLY
The time capsule below illustrates the
priority of strategy, and how the Master
Content Plan investigates opportunites
within the fixed frames.

2

1

PARCUL
ETNOGRAPHIC
MUSEUM
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IT NEEDS TO START
LOCALLY;

CLUJ-NAPOCA

REGIONAL

NATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL
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PLAN

Defines the
direction of the project

3

FIVE TRANSFORMATIVE
PRIORITIES for the MCP

It was not a given task that the end result of NUDAs role was to
develop a Master Content Plan Guideline for the Parcul Etnografic
Museum in Cluj-Napoca.
The initial assignment was to advice the restoration process. It was
early obvious that no plan for how to bring the open air museum
into the future was considered vital to the project. During the process in PIR1 and PIR2, the background for developing a guideline
matured as questions about sustainability of the project frequently
was asked.
Based on the knowledge gained during the initial process, the first
two periods and discussions as jury members at the architectural
biennial in October 2015; the final drafts for the project was done.
Five areas defining the guideline takes into consideration a broad
minded perspective and involves the core of the MPTA method. It
is tailored specific for this project as the content part (program for
the area) would have to be done parallel with the competition brief
and not for PIR5.

It is obvious that a plan is an integral part of the Master Content Plan. However, it is not always obvious
that a plan is needed to push forward a direction in a project.
To many parks or open air museums, with a central function in the city, is developed unstructured and
by chance. Content, i.e. programs that are essential for sustaining economy, improvement, competitiveness, and more - are detached from the potentials the parks or open air museums possess.
There is no link between the latter.
Therefore, the most logic need is usually the most neglected. Hence its importance. This is also why
NUDA have connected the two entities together shaping the final words Content and Plan after Master.

PLAN

defines the direction of
the project

TOURISM
embraces the idea of
a strong destination

3
1
2

CONTENT

creates the attractions for
people to visit

The project needs:
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a PLAN to bring TOURISM and CONTENT which can sustain a
BUSINESS program for healthy economy and lay the grounds for
an international Open Air Museum COMPETITION, which will be
the first of its kind. In the world.
A master content plan is about - content - and also the process
deriving in a content plan. The ongoing restoration of churches and
paintings manifests this.
The traditional planning method is used as baseline for how NUDA
designs the Master Content Plan. It combines a selection of all
known methods within analysis, observations, strategic approach
and more to set the overall understanding of the Parcul Etnografic
Museum and how it optimize outcome.

BUSINESS

Derives from content with the
purpose of economy

COMPETITION
constitutes the implementation
of the project
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OBSERVATION

ANALYSIS

STRATEGIES

In PIR1 the first observations
was done and defined the basis for the second and expanded observations in PIR2 where
the The Walk was played out as
a vital part of how the open air
museum should and could be
linked to the city.

Based on the previous observations in PIR1 and PIR2 an
overall general analysis was
done of the area. This was presented in short at the workshop
in Cluj, June 2015. The analysis
concluded in three main objectives to be pursued.

Based on the analysis and creation of MPTA in June 2015,
several directions was set forward as ideas for new strategies to be implemented. Some
presented both at the workshop in June and October will
be finalized in PIR4.

TOURISM

Embraces the idea of
a strong destination

Tourism is the ultimate acknowledge of something beeing attractive and interesting. A part of the observations and analysis done in PIR1 and PIR2 discovered an absence of strate- gies for how to create
the open air museum into a destination for tourism purposes. Using NUDAs references as the i.e. The
Bryggen in Bergen, it is obvious that nothing similar is and has been thought of for the Parcul Etnografic
Museum. The plan is to increase awareness about the Parcul Etnografic Museum as a destination in
Cluj-Napoca.
This is sentered around three stages: 1) local destination for daily and weekly use 2) regional destination which mainly includes Tran- sylvania 3) national destination which is the main aim and 4)
international destination as a sub-aim connected to pt. 3.
Tourism is the backbone of any city and should be considered a great deal of focus related to the future
development of Parcul Etnografic Museum.

CONTENT

Creates the attractions
for people to visit

A Master Plan without a Content is a 2D master plan only visualizing a potential for improvement. Traditional planning and master plan development rarely include a content program for the aim of establishing
a 3D value. Content is paramount and come in various set- tings on different levels. Related to the Parcul
Etnografic Museum it is crucial to create a sustainable content program of activities that can at it ́s fullest
define a 365 degree activity centre in Cluj-Napoca.
Content can be culture programs, market place programs, food programs, education program
and more. It is the Ethnographic Museums man- agement role to create this, and together with the Master Content Plan structured by NUDA, poten- tials will be addressed. The aim is to deliver a full program
for the Parcul Etnografic Museum during the competition process, which can be the starting point for
increased use of the area, and kick-start a process after the EEA project has been ended.
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CONTENT

ACTIVITIES

365 DEGREE

NEED

VALUE

ATTRACTION

The core of the Master Content Plan is the development of
a sustainable content for Parcul Etnografic Museum which
dictates a well functioned program for people to attend, use
and engage in, wheras local
use is prioritized first.

The low degree of activities currently undertaken is not enough
to create a strong at- traction
for Parcul Etnografic Museum.
It is done on random planning
and not marketed at its full potential. Activities have to be relevant to the museum.

The 365 Degree idea is about
creating a content program that
attracts, mainly the locals in
Cluj-Napoca, to use the Parcul
Etnografic Museum on 365 day
basis. Activities do not have to
be high profiled all around.

It is unclear for NUDA what the
real aim and need for the museum currently is. The management of Etnografic Museum have to develop a clear
SWOT and need description for
how to puruse the future of the
open air museum.

Value of a destination is closely
linked to economy. If a place
struggle with economy and can
not find funding for gener- ating
activities, new strategies needs
to be established where sponsors amongst others are invited
into the content.

Need defines the structure
where content is developed to
gain attraction. Attraction is not
gained by itselves and requires
a tremendous effort of work
and planning to be achieved.

BUSINESS

Derives from content
with the purpose of
economy

Business is for the purpose of this project related to how the content program is planned and executed
to sustain a future healthy economy. Though the Parcul Etnografic Museum is for the people, it is not
possible to develop a future attraction and destination if the Parcul Etnografic Museum is not undertaken
as a business case.
Planners rarely combine business and master planning together. In this case, it is paramount that a Business plan for the Parcul Etnografic Museum is developed parallel to the Master Content Plan.
This to secure optional funding after the ending of EEA project. It is also relevant for how the Master
Content Plan is structured to have clear indications of what and how a business plan is thought of. Parcul
Etnografic Museum is potentially a future destination - if NUDAs advices are followed and implimented.
Hence to this the project needs to jump from pure cultural place of heritage items - to become a core
business driven entity.

COMPETITION

Constitutes the
implementation of the
project

Comptetion is the smartes marketing way if economy is poor and attraction is low. The process in PIR1
and PIR2 developed an idea of creating an international open air museum competition. A part of the
strategies developed in PIR2 and presented at the workshop in June 2015 was the three architectural
projects:
1. The Administration Centre
2. The open air stage and core of the village
3. The Visitor Centre for Romanian Village Heritage
Setting the stage for very concrete developments. Being financially challenged, the best way of creat- ing
a momentum after the EEA project conclusion in 2016 will be to hold an international competition.
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SWOT

MARKET

FUNDING

MARKETING

INNOVATION

PARTNERS

A SWOT analysis has to be undertaken by the Etnografic Museum for the purpose of clarifing
the strengths and weakness of
the project. Awareness of this
will help the creation of a business plan become easier.

A part of the SWOT analysis
is defining the market. Current
situation is undefined. As a priority for increased attraction is
to create a content program
that activates local interest and
use.

Funding is always a chal- lenge.
Ending the EEA project in 2016
with a clear plan and strategy
for future develop- ment and
programs can trig- ger new
possibilities for new EEA and
EU funds.

An international competition
for three new buildings will be
a great way to expose the future plans for the museum. It is
also an extremly cheap way of
getting information out to the
European market.

An international competition
sets forward cultural innovation as something new for ClujNapoca. An open air mu- seum
competition has never been
done, and should be set in relations with the application for
Culture European City.

An international competition will
make it easier to attract partners and make way for potential new way of funding.

BARCELONA

5

PIR FOUR

IMPLEMENTING THE
MASTER CONTENT PLAN

5.0

The project has during the process in PIR1, PIR2 and PIR3 experienced an
escalated growth of ideas and concepts. And become more important than
what was the starting point. Though the beginning was concerned about the
restoration of the churches, NUDAs approach has from the start been to construct a direction where the museum could able a position stronger than the
current situation.

As concept, the open air museum possess opportunities not earlier discussed. Within these opportunities NUDA see a new direction being established related to how the museum can become a reference
for future open air museums being structured and built.
Financially the project ended in August 2016 and the limited EEA funding of the project did not provide
good enough conditions to finalize sustainable strategies for future growth and development through the
proposed Master Content Plan. As this has been the foundation of the project, NUDA have during the
process developed an overarching understanding of key issues to be addressed, providing an end result
which the Ethnographic Museum alone can capitalize on. On the one side the process has provided
enough insight to steer a direction from impossible to possible.
The agenda have, and still is, to develop a strong plan where the open air museum can live a potential
life after the EEA Fundings is terminated, and the project formally concluded.

“
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Though the core of the project is the restoration of two
churches and paintings, the project in a wider perspective
can not capitalize on that alone to become more attractive,
especially for the Cluj-Napoca citizens.
Håkon Iversen

If NUDA where only to use agreed resources on consulting and guidance related to the mentioned
tasks, the project would not sustain and reach a result of interest for anyone else than the restoration
and heritage community. NUDAs role as partner in this project has been clear from the start. However,
the NGO organization stated that it would investigate, beyond the partnership agreement, a wider opportunity where the open air museum could nurture more content and context alongside the restoration
process. It was an internal criteria for NUDA as this was an opportunity to pursue theories and develop
new methods specific for one important case. After PIR1, NUDA concluded that the potentials to grow
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this project into an international project was within reach. A pre-analysis of the site and project done in
PIR1 and further analyzed in PIR2 stated that the core of the project was to embrace, and enrich, the
cultural richness of the project.
An immediate idea of creating a master plan and later add content to it was the game changer. NUDAs
wide experience from other projects in Norway, Sweden and UK adds a difference to the process. It is
also important to state that NUDAs approach is not based on traditional urban design or planning principles. As an independent NGO, NUDA aim to develop its own methodology and managed to create a
starting point for this process during PIR3.

fixed plan. This point has to be
developed as secondary layer
illustrating future opportunities,
however fixed within the frames
developed for the purpose of
sustaining a predictable planning process, and not the least,
a predictable economy.

The end result provides an overarching Master Content Plan which will enable the museum in the near
future to capitalize on the content without being depended on EEA funds alone. It is also a fantastic
document for Cluj-Napoca to use as basis for other projects.

3. The third layer in the plan
The Master Content Plan establish a third layer which is
the flexible part of the Master
Content Plan. This part relates
more to content program,
events, quick-fix activities that
can rapidly change accommodating need, interest and visitor
numbers. This is the programming part of the project, and
maybe the most important part
related to branding and creating a strong identity.

THE INTENTION
The intention of the Master Content Plan is to provide a dynamic plan for future use. By dynamic the MCP
refer to flexibility within fixed frames (the project restrictions). A weakness in many master plans without
a defined content of structure is the lack of flexibility as it usually consists of diagrammatic strategies,
proposed policies and guidelines, related to built environment and infrastructure tied to loosely defined
concepts. NUDAs developed Master Content Plan definition provides a more sustainable plan to follow.
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The Master Content Plan is finalized as a dynamic document where the fixed frames are the existing
built environment and infrastructure. These fixed frames are related to high economical investments and
therefore not applicable to high degree of flexibility. The flexibility NUDA have added to this element is
how the built environment and infrastructure is structured into three different grades of permanent solutions:

1. The overarching plan
The Master Content Plan establish the overall site plan for built environment and infrastructure which is
fixed and not reversible. This indicates a set of priorities related to where potential new buildings will be
situated - referred to as permanent footprints, and new or added infrastructure is developed as permanent for the purpose of establishing the main site plan and structure.
2. The secondary plan
The Master Content Plan establish a secondary plan as potentially add ons to the fixed plan. This indicates a plan where strategies is established for potential growth that adds value and relations to the

Three layers define the Master Content Plan creating the
3D addition traditional master
plans don´t possess. It becomes a dynamic plan that can
change over time - however still
maintain its origin. To able this
there is a need for skills and
resources, and such a plan will
require regular update on urban
trends and trends in destination
projects to manage high de-

POWER OF
ADAPTION

DIVE

PLACEMAKING
MUSEUM
MASTER CONTENT
PLAN

COMPETITIVE
IDENTITY

MPTA
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gree of attractiveness. To ease an understanding about how the
MCP works, the MPTA Method applies as follows: The overarching
plan follows more traditional methods of planning described in M for
Method based around DIVE.
The secondary and third layers in the plan follows P for Process and
T for Theories strongly related to Placemaking and in this case the
strategies of creating a competitive identity.
The core of the the MPTA is the A for Adaption which is how the
method is skillfully applied to the project. This is the expertise NUDA
possess.

5.1

A NEW EQUATION ADDED

TOWARDS AN
ARCHITECTURE OF PLACE
A vital part of the project is the ambition of moving architecture away from only being an object, and turn
it towards the idea of Architecture of Place. Developing the Design direction of the planned built additions
to the open air museum requires a wider perspective than just architecture being an object. This element
was added for the purpose of implementation.

“

It’s hard to create a space that will not attract people, what is
remarkable, is how often this has been accomplished.
Fred Kent

The intention of the Master Content Plan is to create a plan that is sustainable, people friendly and attractive as destination. Part of the strategy is to develop new built structure that can move this idea forward
and establish the idea of Architecture of Place, and not stick to traditional ideas where architecture is
considered as an object of isolated interest. Design is still pivot and the search for beauty in the built form
will be at the core of the concept, however, not on the priority of content, people and the plan.
Architecture of Place is about people, and that is the prime priority for NUDAs added design direction.
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The add on is directly related to the P for Process in MPTA as it is an essential part of Placemaking.
The power of attraction is highly valued in architecture, and is not to be dismissed as part of the Master
Content Plan. However, it is essential that it becomes a place centered attraction of functionality rather
than only an object without any other purpose than being eye candy.
The design element was not intentional as part of the Master Content Plan. It became essential when
the project discussed how to sustain the project after the EEA Funding period was ended. Though the
Master Content Plan Guideline can be used and applied to the museum - finance is still the power of
implementation. It is difficult to realize a Master Content Plan if funds are difficult to get.
Architecture alone can not realize a plan - and certainly not without funds, however, it can as a design
direction and idea be applied to increase value. It can also be the necessary source needed to sustain
the project into realization.
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5.2

IMPLEMENTING GUIDELINES

DECIDING THE
STRATEGIES
ARCHITECTURE
OF PLACE

DESTINATION
DEVELOPMENT

PLACEMAKING

PEOPLE AT
HEART

The Master Content Plan is about bringing the museum, or the village, to life. Implementing strategies will
turn the museum into a vital part of the city and create a strong destination for the future. In PIR3 NUDA
prepared the guidelines for how to form a direction to finalize the Master Content Plan, and reviewing
the content of these guidelines the process decided to pursue further the five areas for implementation.
Finalizing the Master Content plan as described in previous chapter is the pivot agenda based on the
three different layers described.

“

NUDAs MASTER CONTENT PLAN Guideline sets the
frame for how to achieve the goals for becoming a destination of value and attraction.
Håkon Iversen
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COMPETITIVE
IDENTITY

In the first of the five areas, Plan, we defined the direction of the project through the Master Content
Plan. The three next areas: tourisme, content and business fits into the secondary plan and the fifth area,
Competition, becomes a vital part of the third layer plan. Collectively the four elements Plan, Tourism,
Program and Business define the Master Content Plan, in addition the competition becomes the fifth
element specifically designed to lift the project up several levels.
It starts locally
To create commitment for future development and growth the project needs to root strong locally. This
indicates a wider involvement with the surrounding community and Cluj-Napoca to secure ownership
to the project. People of Cluj needs to live and breathe the project. They need to become frequent
users of the activities generated in the content part of the master plan, and the city of cluj needs
to prompt a dedication of interest promoting all aspects of the project locally. If there is no local
interest for the project, the whole concept will fall apart, and the potentials to lift the project regionally and
internationally will become impossible. The best marketing is the generous words and cheering by the
locals. It is believable and trustworthy if local people talk about personal experiences using a place, and
it is the best ambassador the project can have. This is why the content have to provide a wide element
of attraction and high quality.
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1

FIVE STEPS TOWARDS
A destination PROGRAM

Five steps towards a destination program and strategy for implementation compiles the whole process of the EEA funded project.
PIR3 prepared the guidelines for how to form a direction to finalize the Master Content Plan, and reviewing the content of these
guidelines NUDA have decided to pursue further the five areas for
implementation. Finalizing the Master Content plan as described in
previous chapter is the pivot agenda based on the three different
layers described.
In the first of the five areas, Plan, NUDA define the direction of the
project through the Master Content Plan. The three next areas: tourisme, content and business fits into the secondary plan and the fifth
area, Competition, becomes a vital part of the third layer plan.
Collectively the four elements Plan, Tourism, Program and Business define the Master Content Plan, in addition the competition
becomes the fifth element specifically designed to lift the project up
several levels.
It follows the communication strategies as seen below.

PLAN

towards an architecture
of place

TOURISM

a strong green destination is
taking form

CONTENT

is becoming the preferred
attention

BUSINESS
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is now a vital part of the
strategies to establish

PARCUL
ETNOGRAPHIC
MUSEUM

IT NEEDS TO START
LOCALLY;

CLUJ-NAPOCA

REGIONAL

NATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

COMPETITION
is how the Master Content Plan
will be implemented

PLAN

Towards an
Architecture of Place

NUDA want to steer the discussion about architecture and design toward the idea of place, and how it
can contribute to healthy, comfortable, engaging public spaces and destinations. That will be done by
examining both positive and negative examples. The idea of an “Architecture of Place” is about creating
design that mesmerize people — that makes them feel empowered, important, and excited to be in the
places they inhabit in their daily lives.

“

We all realize that a “sense of place” is of fundamental value to people everywhere — in every city, every town, every neighborhood, and every culture,
for all ages.
Whether the buildings are liked as pure formal objects is another matter, and not of primary significance.
What is truly significant is whether architecture creates a place. When a building is discussed, that
criterion should be as important as whether it is “green” or “sustainable” or “iconic.” While NUDA are
excited about the discussions around environmental systems and the new materials for buildings, it is
still believed that, in the end, they need to also support the quality of human communities. No longer is
“adequate” the goal. “Extraordinary” needs to be the new agenda for cities and their communities. An
iterative approach, done actively over a short time, can unveil to a community the amazing complexities
of great places that they never thought they could achieve.
Both architects and landscape designers (many of whom are trying to outdo the architecture profession
with shapes and forms and a “greenwash”) needs to be challenged. Only then will they be pushed to
support communities in their quest to create places that are comfortable — places where community
members can have a sense of real ownership and the ability to adapt public streets and places to their
unique aspirations and identity. Architecture of Place is more than just an object in place.
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TOURISM

CONTENT

A strong green
destination is taking
form

Is becoming the
preferred attention

The open air museum is a park. It is equally important as destination and provides the same opportunities related to activities. Being more described as a park will ease the link between the Hoia Forest for
future activities and development. It is also important that the word “park” become a strategical element
communicated together with open air museum.

Traditional planning and master plan development rarely include a content program for the aim of establishing increased value. Content is paramount and come in various settings on different levels. Related to
the Parcul Etnografic Museum it is paramount to create a sustainable content program of activities that
can at it´s fullest define a 365 degree activity centre in Cluj-Napoca.

“

“

Urban parks were originally created so people could escape from the dirty reality of city life. In the 21st Century the best city parks are also multi-use destinations and catalysts for community development.
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NUDA consider the open air museum as a Green Destination. Great public spaces are those places
where celebrations are held, social and economic exchanges occur, friends run into each other, and
cultures mix.
They are the “front porches” of our public institutions – libraries, field houses, schools – where we interact
with each other and government. When theses spaces work well, they serve as the stage for our public
lives. NUDAs approach to destination development is not only considering the parks and public places
of a city, it looks at a wider understanding of what destinations can be, can achieve and can generate.
Related to the open air museum, a wider idea has been developed to embrace the city - connecting the
museum and city together. Green Destinations combines the elements of soft movement where people
are the core of attention, where the environment is the frame for green solutions and connectivity paramount for urban increased accessibility.

A Master Plan without a Content is a 2D master plan only visualizing a potential for improvement.

As the Master Content Plan is defined by the Content, the implementation of the MCP with proposed
program will be conducted during the competition brief, as the content will reflect the criteria for how the
competition is structured.
Content can be culture programs, market place programs, food programs, education program and
more. It is the Ethnographic Museums management role to create this, and together with the Master
Content Plan structured by NUDA, potentials will be addressed.
The aim is to deliver a full program for the Parcul Etnografic Museum when the competition is launched,
as tentative proposal for later implementation, which can be the starting point for increased use of the
area, and kick-start a process after the EEA project has been ended.
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Hence to this the project needs to jump from pure cultural place of heritage items - to become a core
business driven entity. NUDAs proposal to expand the Master Content Plan with Business - and Tourism
Plan suggest a final tripod connecting 1) Master Content Plan + 2) Master Business - and Tourism Plan
+ 3) International Open Air Museum Competition Plan. It will set forward the overall structure for how the
Parcul Etnografic Open Air Museum will sustain and generate income for the future. Regarding the Business - and Tourism Plan, NUDA do not have this as part of the partnership agreement, therefore it will
only be suggested as an overall idea for how to work this further to maximize the whole project.
The Master Content Plan and following International Open Air Museum Competition Plan requires a
Business - and Tourism Plan to make the CONTENT financially sustainable alive.

BUSINESS

Is now a vital part of
the strategies to
establish
It is highly recommended that the Etnographic Museum Transylvania conduct a solid and sustainable
business plan for the Parcul Etnographic Museum to direct a capitalization of the proposed content.

“

Creating destinations is not the complicated. What is complicated is sustaining a destination economically. Without sufficient funding and budgets
to maintain a high profile destination it will be nearly impossible to sustain
growth and create a strong competitive destination. The recommended Business - and Tourism Plan is paramount as supplement to the Master Content
Plan, and should be conducted parallel to the competition process.
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Though the Parcul Etnografic Museum is for the people, it is not possible to develop a future attraction
and destination if the Parcul Etnografic Museum is not undertaken as a business case. As an integral
part of the Master Content Plan; a Business - and Tourism Plan have high priority, however, it is the responsibility of the Etnografic Museum Transylvania to conduct this work.
Such a plan needs to be produced parallel to the Master Content Plan and tagged to the secondary
phase of the Master Content Plan (implementation). This is to secure optional funding after the ending of
EEA project, and manage a structure that can create a combination of short and long term income. It is
also relevant for how the Master Content Plan is structured to have clear indications of what and how a
Business - and Tourism Plan is going to be prioritized. Parcul Etnografic Museum will potentially become
an important future destination - if NUDAs advices are followed and implemented.

Comparing Norwegian open air museums with the Parcul Etnographic Museum is not doable related to
economy. The differences in tourism is to big to make the comparison equitable. Europe was the most
visited continent in 2015 with 609 million visitors from the global market. That is a 5% growth from 2014
from 581 million visitors. In this equation, the satellite accounts for tourism in Norway shows that the total
tourism consumption in 2014 for the first time was more than 151 billion NOK, according to preliminary
calculations from The Norwegian Statistics Bureau. It is an increase of 10% from 2011 and nearly 13%
more than in 2007, measured in volume.
According to The Norwegian Statistics Bureau, it was particularly business and leisure tourism that drew
up tourism consumption. The figures show also that consumption of foreign tourists had increased
somewhat more than from the Norwegian tourists in 2013 and 2014. Figures from the World Tourism
Organization ( UNWTO ) show that one of eleven years in the world of tourism and the tourism industry
the share of the world economy is at nine percent.

Oslo
NORSK
FOLKEMUSEUM
Norsk Folkemuseum is Norway’s largest museum of cultural history. The160
buildings in the Open-Air Museum
represent different regions in Norway,
different time periods, as well as differences between town and country, and
social classes.
www.norskfolkemuseum.no

Central and Eastern Europe (-5%) was the only subregion in Europe and the world to suffer a decline in
arrivals in 2014, following three consecutive years of strong growth. This was mostly the result of weaker
Russian outbound demand as well as a sharp drop in arrivals to Ukraine (-48%) due to the ongoing conflict. On the other hand, Latvia (+20%), Hungary (+14%), Romania (+12%) and Armenia (+11%) posted
healthy growth. Romania had approximately 2 million foreign visitors in 2014, a jump of nearly 6.5% from
2013. Most visitors came to Bucharest. Creating a destination of high value in Cluj-Napoca is a long
process as it is timely connected to the overall national tourism industry.
In 2014 the Parcul Etnographic open air museum had 24,324 visitors. It does not say much about how
many of these visitors was local or foreign, it barely states that the potential is not maximized. Comparing these numbers to three of Norways most visited open air museums, it should be motivation enough
to grow the business for Parcul Etnographic Museum. The City Museum in Bergen which comprise of
Rosenkrantztårnet, Bryggens Museum, Hordamuseet, Håkonshallen, Alvøen Hovedbygning, Skolemuseet, Gamle Bergen Museum, Damsgård Hovedgård and Lepramuseet - had 157,084 visitors in 2014.
Lillehammer Museum which includes the popular Maihaugen ( see 3.0) had 167,925 visitors in 2014 and
Norsk Folkemuseum had 312,373 visitors in 2014.
Norwegian tourism is well organized which makes it possible for these museums to reach decent numbers throughout a year or season. Common though for the three is a good program and continuity in
events and happenings which attract use. Both for local citizens as for foreign visitors. In this equation
added programs and events such as conferences, seminars, weddings and more have not been taken
into consideration.
The argument is that a Business - and Tourism Plan is needed for the purpose of predicting a forecasted value increase, and build a sustainable economy for the Parcul Etnografic Museum. As described
in 4.3, the way to achieve a growing number of visitors is to prioritize the local and regional market first.
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Bergen
BYMUSEET
The museums offer a variety of historical events, lectures, exhibitions and
concerts throughout the year. They also
provide a number of rental facilities,
workshops and special tours.
www.bymuseet.no

The process in PIR1 to PIR3 developed an idea of creating an international open air museum competition as part of the strategies developed in PIR2.

“

Comptetion is the smartes marketing way if economy
is poor and attraction is low.

A part of the strategies developed in PIR2, and presented at the workshop in June 2015, was the proposal of establishing three architectural projects to be investigated through an international competition:

COMPETITION

Is how the Master
Content Plan will be
implemented

1. A NEW ADMINISTRATION CENTRE
The Parcul Etnographic Park do not have any facilities that resemble the need for overview and administrative work.
2. A NEW OPEN AIR STAGE DEFINED AS THE HEART AND MEETING PLACE OF THE VILLAGE
Attraction is at the core of attention, and each of the three churches are single objects in place without
any form for landscaping around. At the small existing pavilion in the centre of the village, the new open
air stage have become a natural place to be established. In this section design and landscaping will have
tremendous effect to create facilities for events supporting the content of Parcul Etnographic Museum
Park.
3. A NEW VISITOR CENTRE FOR ROMANIAN VILLAGE HERITAGE
The history behind the first open air museum in Romania is in need of presentation together with more
informative information about each of the buildings. The visitor centre will support the content strategies established for the Parcul Etnographic Museum Park as it will house opportunities for conferences,
seminars, events, exhibitions, cafe and sanitary needs.
4. A NEW ENTRANCE
The Parcul Etnographic Park is in need of being more inviting through a new designed entrance.
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The intention was to set the stage for very concrete developments needed - based on the conclusions
of site analysis and observations done in PIR1 and PIR2. Parcul Etnographic Museum being financially
challenged; the optimal way of creating a momentum and sustain the project after the EEA project conclusion in 2016 would be to hold an international competition.
The purpose is clear. A competition brief based on the Master Content Plan will create a new market
segment for architects, urban designers and planners to indulge in. It will establish new awareness of
the museum and attract multidisciplinary skills from the international arena to participate in the competition - as long as the competition manage to create a realistic and serious competition frame with a
concrete outcome and winning prize. It will establish a new awareness about Cluj-Napoca as innovative
and visionary. It will create a potential base for new funding of the project which might be the necessary
element needed to actually manage implementation of the Master Content Plan. And, it will become a
valuable added project to the application for Cluj-Napoca as the European City of Culture in 2021.
Maybe most important: it is an easy access to marketing regardless the outcome.
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5.3

IMPLEMENTATION THROUGH

AN OPEN INTERNATIONAL
ARCHITECTURE OF PLACE
COMPETITION
Initiating an International open air museum competition is a big task
to organize and requires a combined support by the City, the county
council and various organizations that will have a direct relation to
the outcome and process.
The idea behind the competition grew out of the process behind the
Master Content Plan and became a clear indication of importance
during the October Architectura Bienale in Cluj-Napoca, 2015.
The EEA Funded project of restoration did not predict the outcome
from NUDA, however, NUDA have been very clear from the start
that the project would derive in something very different. Developing a Master Content Plan for such a site the Parcul Ethnographic
Museum represents, is a great challenge covering many levels, both
financially, politically and very much related to capacity of realization. There is also som reluctance, from various groups of people,
that don´t want the Master Content Plan implemented, for different
reasons, making the finalizing process unpredictable.
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As this project is EEA funded, the project have a limited timeframe
and a fixed budget. Core of the project is the restoration of churches
and paintings. It is natural that this is in focus and of high priority as
budgets are to be met and aligned with time. On the other hand:
NUDAs intention steering the process in the direction done is directly related to the ambition of sustaining the project after the EEA
funded period is ended.
How to do that has been questioned several times during the process, even when the idea of a Master Content Plan was established.
As master plans in general also require funds to be realized, a new
layer had to be established to create a marketing potential for
A)
B)
C)

increasing the importance of the Master Content Plan
create awareness around the restoration project as
being an important destination of Cluj-Napoca
sustain future growth and business.

The brief outline for how to prepare and do the competition only
covers the headlines as the process of developing the competition
brief and outline will commence after PIR5. There are several different types of competitions, and the project needs to define what
sort of competition it will be. It can be an open international competition, a closed international competition with only invited
companies or a combination of the two. Another concept is to
use the same structure as EUROPAN where one can target young
architects under 40 years. However, this is a competition form with
great limitations.
Related to the project and Master Content Plan, the best idea would
be to create a competition form that supports the Master Content
Plan for a more detailed result.
As the Master Content Plan don´t introduce any form for design or
architectural elements, it would be a strength to use the competition
for this purpose. This would also mean that the Master Content Plan
can be used as platform for the competition brief and the competition becomes the tool for implementation of the Master Content
Plan. A sustainable approach considering the reality of economy
and allocation of resources.
Number one
aspect of the competition is to immediately clarify:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intention and ambitions with the competition
Targeted groups of participants and why are these groups
targeted (architects, urban designers, planners etc)
Definition of competition direction, priority and focus
Preferable outcome of the competition
Level of prize awards related to monetary prices
Who is inviting? Is it the City of Cluj, Ethnographic Museum, County council etc.
Who is paying for the process, where is the funding coming
from and what is realistic budget?
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Preparing a competition of this scale and international participation,
immediately turns the focus on Cluj-Napoca, and if the level of ambitions are not met and fulfilled, the competition will backfire creating more negative than positive publicity. However, if done correct
and provided the intended professional content and seriousness,
the competition will become a great marketing tool and generate
international focus on many levels, towards the project and towards
Cluj-Napoca. Therefore NUDA recommend a partnership with The
European Culture Capital 20210, if Cluj-Napoca is given the status.
Attracting top professionals to participate in such a competition will
be one of the challenges the selected steering group will have to
cope with. It will require a huge degree of international networking,
and also require a new form for competition which will attract key
participants (international architects, offices, urban designers etc) as
Romania is not on the top list for architects to do projects.
Number two
aspect of the competition is to immediately clarify:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The competition theme and frame which would have to be
something different and new.
The realism of actually building the final solutions after a
winner has been selected.
If this competition can be driven ahead in partnership with
EU and EEA fundings
What organizations will support the competition and also
what contribution will be done in that relevance.
How the public procurements will dictate the competition
outcome or preparations.
What limitations is connected to the end result and what is
actually allowed to be built
How, and in what aspect will such a competition be benefical for the city and for the project.

NUDA have direct access to the international apparatus that can
make this competition happen and become internationally promoted. However it will not be realistic without the local and national
support of Romanian organizations.
UN Habitat is finalizing the content for New Urban Agenda which
will be launched internationally in October 2016, and NUDA is represented in the steering group to Project for Public Spaces who
is co-author of the New Urban Agenda. Labeling the competition
“Architecture of Place: International Open Air Museum Competition”
will attract wide interest as the New Urban Agenda will campaign
the idea of Architecture of Place.
Number three
aspect of the competition is to immediately clarify:

•
•
•

How the competition will be realized and in what relations
to the project it will be structured
Who and what organization will take responsibility organizing the pre-work of the competition
What role is NUDA intended in this process after ending the
EEA funded restoration project.
PARCUL ETNOGRAFIC MUSEUM

The Master Content Plan is a new model for developing master
plans for a specific area, and it is also not usual to do such for an
open air museum. However, the innovation of this EEA funded project is how NUDA have created a larger frame around the restoration
project, and elevated both interest and importance concerning the
outdoor museum.
This creates the platform for an international competition and the
competition brief will have clear relations to the process already created. Intentionally, the combined efforts of the ongoing project and
a potentially strong international competition will most likely create
headlines as the structure is completely new - and - the theme Architecture of Place has never before been used as theme for an
international competition before.
The meetings in April, Cluj-Napoca, will establish if there is realism
for such a competition or not. The Master Content Plan will regardless stand out as something strong for the museum and define the
project as innovative and result oriented.

THE COMPETITION AREA
After the meeting in May 2016, the project team, led by Claudiu
Salanta, architect, at Cluj-Napoca county council decided the final
competition area together with Tudor Salagean in discussions with
Dan Clinci. After the idea of initiating an international competition
was launched in October 2015, discussions have been considering
options for expanding the competition area outside the Parcul Etnografic Museum. With that expansion, the competition would benefit
of increased freedom related to what and how to conceptualize a
development.
It was decided to include Hoia Forest to widen opportunities to
expand concepts for tourist attractions in Cluj.
The main point of interest in the area is the Parcul Etnografic Museum. That is the major touristic attraction, responding to the cultural
and educational requirements laid down by the city. The bordering
area, Hoia forest, belong to the Transylvanian Museum, and have
been in possession since the founding of the open air museum in
1929.
The added area to be included in the competition covers 27 hec-

HOIA FOREST

tares. The new area is not intended to be just an extension of the
already established functions of an open-air museum, illustrating
only rural culture. The county council is looking towards a modern
cultural and leisure complex. The whole new approach for the multifunctional park has to respond to a new set of diversified requirements.
In the NEW PARK, the existing collection will continue to serve the
cultural needs of the entire area. A formula to revitalize and develop
the area according to the directives of the new Master Content Plan
will be starting point. However, the NEW PARK will provide a full set
of functions designed to attract a larger and much more diverse
audience, whose attention will be captured by a wholly diversified
cultural offer.
The NEW PARK will hold a key position in the network as a point of
interest in the North area of the city. It will become a main attractor,
functioning as a distribution center for tourists and citizens, guiding
them also to other attractions in the area.
In this network of touristic attractions it is worth mentioning:
The Hoia Forest
The Round Glade (paranormal and UFO legends)

The Pear Glade (picnic area)
The southern side of the Lomb Hill
Contact with Somes Valley (closing a circuit back to town)
Contact with The Somes Delta (landscape attraction)
Contact with Floresti (exit to the highway and to the east)
The Crest Fortress - The Turk Cut
Crossing the bridge over Taieturii Turk´s new (and valuable object
crossing facilitation
Topo Point
The fortress Hill and the Belvedere Hotel (cultural and historical attractions with accommodation)
Contact with the southern slope of the Fortress Hill (closing the circuit back to the city).
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CLUJ-NAPOCA

6

PIR FIVE - AFTERWORD

CONNECTING
THE CITY

6.0

The final Master Content Plan Guideline is not a piece of A0 map
with drawings outlining the alignment of proposed buildings. It is
not a map that displays preferred infrastructure and internal logistics. It is not a diagrammatic presentation of zoning and square
meters to be build or how the Parcul Etnografic Museum will be
linked to the city.

It is a dynamic plan outlining the process, strategies and principles for how to bring the museum further.
The final Master Content Plan Guideline is a guide to Connect the City with the Parcul Etnografic Museum. It is about how the museum can advance from 24,000 visitors to a potential 100,000 in three years.
It outlines a process for future development through the innovation of an international competition, for
the purpose of implementation. It is a plan that structures thoughts into one direction and sets forward
a set of tools which will help the process further.

“
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The MPTA method developed for this project in particular
have grown throughout the process. It has been manifested
as a result of analysis done in PIR1 and structured to understand what potentials Parcul Etnografic Museum
possess for future growth.
Håkon Iversen

It is also a plan which will work as a good platform understanding where Cluj-Napcoa should go. The
Master Content Plan Guideline indicates directions not only addressing the museum, however more the
city.

The two important principles the Master Content Plan presents as a
direct Guideline for the Parcul Etnografic Museum are the:
•
•

Five Transformative Priorities
Five Steps towards A Destination Program

POWER OF
ADAPTION

The descriptive structure and strategies should be followed as they
capture the whole essence of the plan. The MPTA method is finalized and ready to apply to the different processes outlined in the
plan where the three core methods, principles and theories that
needs to be used are:
•
•
•

PLACEMAKING
MUSEUM
MASTER CONTENT
PLAN

DIVE - Describe, Intrepret, Valuate and Enable
Placemaking
Competitive Identity

The interesting part of this plan is how it turned implementation
into a competition. That is not a common approach, however, very
much suited for this project. It fits all aspects of what is needed to
breathe life into the plan, sustain it and get it out in the open. The
third element which is the most important to prioritize is:
•
•
•

DIVE

COMPETITIVE
IDENTITY

MPTA

Focus on Cluj-Napoca - locally first
Make a transition to the regional market
Become Competitive with a strong Identity before the national and global market is approached

With the basis in the Master Content Plan, it is with confident NUDA
see the competition brief become developed with high quality. An
essence if Cluj-Napoca want to attract key companies and people
to participate in the competition.
The first edition of the Master Content Plan Guideline will be object
for edit as the final meeting in August 2016 will most likely uncover
some new insights and changes. The second edition will be complete and finalized by October 2016, including the competition brief
as an updated part of the implementation chapter.
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PARCUL
ETNOGRAPHIC
MUSEUM

IT NEEDS TO START
LOCALLY;

CLUJ-NAPOCA

REGIONAL

NATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

6.1

CLUJ-NAPOCA 2025

A SCENARIO TO PURSUE

To create an image of a development with or without a focus on tourism and experience for Cluj county,
city Cluj and Parcul Etnografic Museum, NUDA use a scenario technique to stage opportunities as case
studies to further develop concrete proposals. The scenario is based on the Five transformative priorities and Five steps towards a Destination Program. How would Cluj-Napoca look like if three different
scenarios are thought off?

“

Tourism is the world’s largest and fastest growing industry
and part of a total income in most economically powerful
regions. In addition, it is essential to retain and attract expertise, requiring the place they live in and uphold a cultural
interest for the areas in discussion.

CLUJ 2015 2 + 2 = 4
BUSINESS AS USUAL
Cluj has used its strong national position in IT and medicine to acclaim internationally recognized position within the fields. Business
attracts the best minds in the sectors of Romania, and to a certain
extent international experts and investors. The competence are attracted to Cluj-Napoca because of the strong academic environment. However, they do not look at Cluj-Napoca as an ideal place to
live. Universities attracts some foreign students, mostly because of
individual strong academic programs. The economy is stronger than
in Romania and follow growth in the Euro zone. Tourists attend cultural events in Cluj-Napoca, however, the city is over-represented by
business related traffic. Domestic tourism is dominant. Upgrading of
buildings and sites in the city is a slow run mainly funded by technology companies through rental, or ownership, models gearing up
value of properties. The park is somewhat upgraded and doubles
the number of visitors to 48,000 paying visits a year.

Trond Tystad
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CLUJ 2025 2 + 1 = 3
SCENARIO - STAGNATION
Cluj are still in 2025 a strong region in Romania and a national leader within medicine and IT, as well as
a substantial provider of higher education. The majority of students come from Romania and they find
themselves working in Romania or abroad for studies. Immigration from other highly developed countries
is moderate. The workplace has many low paid positions within areas such as call centers and manufacturing. The economy is strong relative to the nations position in the European market, unfortunately
Cluj-Napoca experience a weaker development than the rest of Europe. Tourists come to cultural events
in Cluj-Napoca, however considerable higher related to business. Domestic tourism is dominant. Upgrading of buildings and sites in the city is slow, and only driven by EU programs or national licenses.
Parcul Etnografic Museum have a current stable visit of 24,000 visitors, however struggle with attention
and licenses, and it is being neglected by their increasingly dominant engineering businesses in the adjacent neighborhood.

CLUJ 2015 2 + 2 = 5
CULTURAL GROWTH
Cluj-Napoca´s strong position in medicine and IT lies in the foundation of the business attached to this sector. Cluj-Napoca has been a
strong immigration area nationally and internationally because of the
strong development of culture, adventure and tourism. The combination of investment in culture before and after the city was European Capital of Culture in 2021, and the major investment in tourism
has given the city a distinct place on the map. Both independently,
and as “doorway to Romania” and “Gateway to Transylvania”.
A tourist who wants to explore Romania starts and ends their destination in Cluj-Napoca. The airport has increasingly ten-folded the
number of international routes. 50% of the city’s students are foreign, and it’s a battle to get a student room in Cluj-Napoca, making
this a challenge for the university to maintain attractiveness. The
city center appears to be very well maintained, and there are large

private competition to secure older houses and redevelop, and restore, these into boutiques, hotels and brand stores. The economy
is strong positioned in Europe, and has the highest growth in the
Eurozone. The increased press and international interest enables
a must-buy more and more services from other areas in Romania,
and neighboring countries with less pressure become key export
countries to Cluj-Napoca. Parcul Etnografic Museum is in daily use
with live exhibits, events, reality shows and events. Paying visitors
is quadrupled reaching nearly 100,000 visitors a year, and it is the
prime destination and melting point for Cluj-Napoca culture life.

Such a scenario illustrates a potential, and ambitious outcome, of
the same process. If the Master Content Plan Guidelines are used as
source and effort is made to implement the strategies, Cluj-Napoca
- and Parcul Etnografic Museum would able a transition from the
2+1 = 3 standard “we do nothing” mentality - into the more progressive 2+2 = 5 “we will take the opportunities at hand and bring ourself
into the future as a competitive city” mentality.
It is just to choose which one of these scenarios are the preferred
one.
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FINALIZATION OF RESTORING CHURCH

7

VISUAL TIMELINE

PICTURES FROM
THE PROJECT

7.0
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The project has been a travel in new knowledge and visual inspiration. A lot of pictures was taken during the many visits and during
the restoration periods. It would not be easy to choose from them
all. A selection of pictures has been used in the report and added
to the text to visualize a point. The next pages some pictures have
been randomly lined up, making a collage of the time used.
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